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FOREWORD

This monograph is based on a study by Professor Herbert H.Meyer and Ms. Mary Dean Lee of the University of SouthFlorida, which explored the results of programs designedto move women into traditionally male jobs (bothmanagerial and blue-collar) in 10 public utility companies.The focus of the study was on the experiences of 164 womenin such jobs, and on the supervisors', male peers', andsubordinates' attitudes toward the companies' attempt toovercome job discrimination based on sex.

The findings indicate that the experiences of the 10companies were considerably more positive than negative.Most of the women were seen to be performing well in theirnew jobs, although those in blue-collar positionsencountered more difficulties in the form of inadequateprior training and harassment from male peers. There wasalso considerable evidence that negative attitudes andexpectations on the part of male supervisors and peerswere likely to change rapidly when they had an opportunityto observe a woman performing effectively in a nontradi-tional job. Companies making the most progress inproviding equal opportunities for women were those whichplanned the transition carefully, involved first-linesupervisors in the planning, and provided central staffmonitoring and guidance to managers attempting to meetEqual Employment Opportunity (EEO) goals. The study alsoexplores the impact of the women's new job patterns ontheir relations with peers, parents, husbands, malefriends, and children.

Reports on actual experiences of large groups of women innontraditional jobs and on the reactions of their managers,peers, and subordinates are still relatively rare. Thismonograph should, therefore, be of considerable interestto those involved in EEO programs in both the public andprivate sectors, as well as to women's groups andassociations of managers and professionals.

HOWARD ROSEN
Director
Office of Research
and Development
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I. INTRODUCTION

This study examines the experiences of 10 public utility
companies sponsoring action programs to move women into traditionally-male jobs. Utility companies were selected for two reasons:

--They have been under pressure to step up their programs to integrate
minorities and women into all job categories at all levels. This
pressure has been exerted, at least in part, by several widely-
publicized court rulings or consent agreements regarding the
employment practices of such public utilities as AT&T, Detroit
Edison, Duke Power, Georgia Power, and others.

--Partly as a result of these pressures, and partly because many
executives in these companies have recognized the need to contribute
to equal opportunity goals, utility companies are known to have
established formalized action programs in this area. The study's
focus on these companies therefore insured that actual experiences
were investigated, rather than intentions or policies.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

With the passage of the Civil Rights Act on July 2, 1964, Congressmade it illegal, in hiring and upgrading employees, to discriminate onthe basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. Morerecently, the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972 extended the scopeof the 1964 legislation to make it illegal to discriminate on the
basis of the factors listed above in all phases of employment, including
compensation, training, firing, and nature of job assignment, as well ashiring and upgrading.

In the years immediately following passage of the Civil Rights Act,the major emphasis in enforcement seemed to be on insuring that members
of racial and ethnic minority groups were hired and promoted on the basisof their abilities and qualifications. Much less attention was focusedduring that period on the prevention of sex discrimination.

Since 1970, however, the emphasis in enforcement of the provisionsof the Civil Rights Act has changed somewhat, so that greater attention
has been accorded to the need to provide equal opportunities in allphases of employment for women in our society. The landmark settlement
between the AT&T Company and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission(EEOC) in January 1972 undoubtedly stimulated a great deal of action on
the part of companies to integrate women into traditionally-male jobs.
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This agreement was not the first settlement or ruling against

individual companies with regard to discrimination in empinyment, but

it was by far the most significant in dollar costs and numbers of people

affected.

Under the terms of the settlement, AT&T agreed to upgrade 50,000
qualified women (10 percent in management) and also to place over

6,000 women in traditionally "male jobs." These goals were to be achieved

in three years. The company also agreed to establish the internal planning

and tracking facilities needed to provide feedback on progress, and to

help insure that the goals would be met.

This settlement cost AT&T many millions of dollars because of

admitted past failures to provide equal opportunity for employment and

promotion to minorities and women. The back pay alone to individuals

who had been discriminated against amounted to over $15 million. These

impressive dollar costs undoubtedly had a significant impact in

stimulating other companies, and especially other utilities, to accelerate

their equal employment opportunity efforts.

PAST DISCRIMINATION:
FACTS AND FIGURES

A number of surveys, including census and other Federal government

data, show clearly that women have been underutilized in the work force.

For example, while the two sexes comprise nearly equal proportions of

the white-collar work force, women are disproportionately underrepresented

in positions classified as professional and managerial. The 1974 Manpower

Report of the President indicates that only 32 percent of female white-

collar employees hold such positions, in contrast to 61 percent of male

white-collar employees.

Findings of other surveys which have incorporated more detailed

breakdowns by type and level of position show even more evidence of bias.

For example, a privately-conducted survey of corporations in the United

States in 1970 showed that 87 percent of the organizations participating

in the survey had 5 percent or fewer women in middle-management positions

or above, and nearly 40 percent had no women at all in any managerial

positions. 1/ A similar 1972 survey of over 300 organizations showed

that 70 percent of the participating firms had only 3 percent or fewer

women in managerial positions. 2/

/ "Women in the Work Force," Mana:ement Review, 1970 (59), pp. 20-23.

2/ Douglas C. Basil, Women in Management (New York: Dunellen), 1972.

2
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Data on earnings reinforce these findings on occupational status.
Fhe 1970 Fact Sheet of the Women's Bureau of the U.S. Department of

Labor showed that women in full-time jobs earned only 53.00 for every55.00 earned by men. Even more alarming is the revelation in this
Fact Sheet that the gap between earnings of men and women was greater
in 1970 than it had been 15 years earlier. In 1970, women's median
wage or salary income as a proportion of men's was 59 percent, in
contrast to 64 percent in 1955. These figures undoubtedly reflect theunderrepesentation of women not only in the higher-level white-collarpositions, but also in the higher-paid blue-collar jobs.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
IN PUBLIC UTILITIES

At the time of this study, almost all of the participating
companies were making serious efforts to move women into traditionally-
male jobs, but these efforts or programs varied in intensity from onecompany to another. In some firms, the major thrust of the program
was in the white-collar area--that

is, in professional and administrativepositions. In others, the effort was more balanced, with approximately
equal attention given to jobs at blue-collar and white-collar levels.

The 1973-75 business recession slowed the efforts of the participatingcompanies to equalize opportunities for women, especially at blue-collar
levels, where companies frequently laid off employees rather than addnew people. in fact, some of the companies experienc d rather serioussetbacks in their EEO programs because of the layoffs Since unioncontracts almost invariably require that those with tine least senioritybe laid off first, the women were very likely to be affected by thisrule because they had only recently been employed in such jobs.

As a general rule, the telephone companies had been able to make
much more progress in terms of numbers of women placed in what were
formerly "male jobs" than had the power companies. This was the resultof two factors: first, more women were already employed by the tele-phone companies than was the case in the power companies, which had
always been more male-oriented in their hiring practices. (In the power
companies studied here, for example, the proportion of women among the
total employed varied from less than 10 percent in one company to a
maximum of about 25 percent in another.) Second, a very high percentageof the management-level positions in power companies have been filledby professionals with high levels of technical training--college-
trained engineers, for the most part. Until very recently, the womanwith a college degree in engineering was a rarity.

3
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'he docroo to which managers at .ill levels seemed to take the EEO

pro:rdm ooriouslv--that is, to make concerted efforts to move women into

tmolitionallv-mdle jobsappeared to be directly related to the extent to

which the program was promoted And monitored at the corporate staff level.

'0:11ere one or more persons were assigned full-time responsibility for

issistin lino managers with their EEO efforts, significant progress was

usually mado. The status or "clout" of the individual in such a staff

position also correlated with the seriousness of the efforts made by

managers in the respective companies. Moreover, as might he expected,

strong endorsement of the program by top officers in a company helped

7iotivdte the stalf to Achieve respetobie FEU goals.

lntoration efforts in several of the companies were accompanied

hv the removal of ,_;ender connotations from job titles. While the

primary reason for such actions was to remove the erroneous impression

that some jobs are open only to males, advocates of the move also felt

that it would raise some consciousness about the discrimination issue

and therhv help to change attitudes.

CEMAL D[SCl1PHON
OF i Ili. S1TDY

The 10 companies which participated in the study were not chosen

to ho representative of utility companies in general. Instead, the

prim Iry tocus of the study was on experiences and attitudes relating

to the employment of women in traditionally-male jobs, and jt_was not

meont_to tjohdioht_onv particular type of company or industry.

!no componies selected for participation in the study met two

criteria: they were reasonably accessible to the researchers- -which meant

they were all in the Eastern port of the country- -and they were companies

where the researchers had some personal contacts that helped to provide

ontree. 3!

These firms varied greatly in size, from one with about 2,000

persons on the payroll to one employing approximately 90,000. The number

of interviews conducted in each company corresponded to some extent with

its sioe, hut no attempt was made to interview a representative sample

of persons in each firm. Not only was this impossible from a practical

The participating companies were
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company
Consolidated Edison Company of New York

Detroit Edison Company
Florida Power Corporation
General Felephone Company of Florida
New Fngland Telephone Company
;(,w York Telephone Company
Pennsylvania Power and Light Company

Tdmpo Electric Company
IN'ashinoton Gas Light Company

4



standpoint, but, more importantly, the focus of the study was on
experiences with women in traditionally-male jobs, and not on the
experiences of the companies as such. The smallest number of interviews
conducted in any of the firms was approximately 30, while the largest
number was approximately 60.

Primary data for the stuo:: were collected through interviews, of
which the most important were with the target women. Managers of these
women were also interviewed in most cases. Other managers who had some
involvement with the equal opportunity program were interviewed in most
companies; these included such persons as the personnel director, the
manager of an equal employment opportunity program, and high-level
managers who were concerned with the program in a general way. In addi-
tion, peers of the target women and (where the target women were in
supervisory or managerial positions) some of their subordinates were
interviewed.

The interviews were semi-structured in nature. The interviewers
used an outline or guide to insure that each would he obtaining
approximately the same type of information. 4/ However, the questions
used in this guide were ill open-ended to provide for latitude in
responses. Very often the interviewees would offer information about
their job roles which did not necessarily fit into the interviewer's
outline; such information was recorded if it appeared to relate to the
objectives of the study.

All interviews were conducted by the two authors of this report.
Since one of the interviewers was male and the other female, the
original intention was to divide the interviews more or less equally
between the two in order to assess possible biases in the type of
information which would he ntained by either interviewer. Because of
practical exigencies, this objective was not achieved quite as well as
might have been hoped with the target women. The male interviewer
conducted 58 percent of those interviews and the female interviewer the
other 42 percent. Interviews of the managers, peers, and subordinates
were more equally distributed, so that approximately 52 percent of the
total interviews were conducted by the male interviewer and 48 percent
by the female interviewer.

4/ See Appendix A ''or the outlines or guides used in interviewing
each group. A description of the procedures used for data analysis
cae he found in Appendix B.
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Interviews with he

Tar t_ Women

Interviews were conducted with 164 target women. For a woman to

qualify for inclusion in this study:

--her job had to he one for which it would have been very unusual,

if not unheard of, to have a woman carrying it out five or ten years

ago.

--her job had to be of such a nature that it would have been unusual
to have a woman carrying it out in any company in the past. If it

would not have been unusual in other companies to have employed a
woman for such an assignment, the woman in this job was not included

in the study. For example, in several cases a woman supervised a
group of female clerical workers, which had not been customary in

those companies in the past. This was not felt to he a traditionally-
male job throughout business or industry in general and women in jobs
of this kind were not included in the study.

--if her job was a supervisory or managerial position, it had to
include supervision of at least some men in order to qualify for

inclusion in the study. 5/

5/ While it probably would have been desirable to interview a

random sample of the women in traditionally-male jobs within any particular

company, this did not prove to be 'easiblc. Accessibility proved to he

the major criterion for inclusion in the study. Some women who would have

qualified for inclusion were on vacation at the time the data were being

gathered; other women were so busy with special assignments (sometimes at a

distant location) that their managers could not make them available for

an interview. In still other cases, women who qualified for inclusion in

the study were employed in a distant office. If the outlying office was

several hundred miles from headquarters, as was the case in at least one

company, it did not seem practical to make a trip to that office irorder

to pick up a few additional cases.
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The companies were asked to select a variety of cases for inter-
viewing. In each firm, women in both blue-collar and white-collar jobs
were included and an attempt was made to include women of all ages,
with various levels of education. The companies were also asked to
select some women who were known to be performing very well and others
who were rem to be performing poorly. 6/

A ation, and marital status were usually obtained from
company and recorded for each of the women interviewed. In
addition, the interviewers calculated a rough index of masculinity-
femininity-androgyny through content analysis of responses by the
target women, their peers, subordinates and managers, to the question
which asked the respondent to identify behavior or approaches which
have enhanced the effectiveness of the target women. The purpose of
making these estimates was to try to determine whether women with
"masculine" characteristics, "feminine" characteristics, or a combination
of both were more likely to bk, successful in traditionally-male jobs.

Interviews with Managers

Interviews were conducted with 102 managers in the participating
companies. All were male and had direct or indirect experience with
women in traditionally-male jobs. In the great majority of cases (85),
they were the direct manager of a target woman included in the study.
In a few cases, the manager supervised a larger organization where some
of the target women worked at levels below the supervisors who reported
directly to him. In addition, some managers were included who dealt in

6/It can be said with some justification that the researchers were
employing circular logic in requesting the companies to select women
showing various types of performance and in then interviewing managers
in the participating companies regarding the performance of the same
women. However, the managers who selected the target women were
identical in only a few cases with those who were subsequently inter-viewed. And, in a sense, this study might be considered a large-scan
"case study." It was not intended to provide a representative picture
of any particular industry or any specific types of occupations. It
was merely intended to study the experiences of a large number of women
in several different companies who held jobs that had in the past been
held almost exclusively by men. It also examined the attitudes and
reactions of a large number of working associates toward the target women
and their new occupational roles. The purpose of the study was to identify
factors which seemed either to facilitate or inhibit the integration of
women into traditionally-male jobs. It seemed reasonable to believe that
this objective could be accomplished without necessarily attempting to
identify and study a sample of women who could be considered as "represent-
ative" of any particular universe of women in traditionally-male jobs.

7
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a general way with the problem of integrating women into traditionally-

male jobs. For example, the personnel managers or managers of the
corporation's equal opportunity program were interviewed in most of the
participating companies.

Of those managers who supervised one or more target women directly,
36 supervised women in blue-collar jobs and 49 supervised women in
professional or managerial positions.

Interviews with Peers

Interviews were conducted with 64 men who held jobs at peer level
of the target women. Obviously, peers were not interviewed for each of
the women in the study; on the other hand, enough were included to provide
a general indication of how peers felt about working with women in
traditionally-male jobs.

In selecting peers for interviewing, each company was asked to
schedule some persons who were known to have negative feelings about
women in traditionally-male jobs, and others who were known to have
positive feelings. In many cases, however, the persons scheduling the
interviews did not have any information about the attitudes of the
scheduled interviewees. Again, it was not feasible to attempt to identify
and interview what might have been considered a "random sample" of peers
of the target women.

Interviews with Subordinates

Interviews were conducted with 56 persons of both sexes who reported
to women who were in managerial positions held in the past only by men.
As in the case of the peers, we also attempted to interview persons with
a variety of attitudes about the idea of having a female boss, but this
was usually more difficult to achieve than was the case for peers. In a

great many cases, the persons scheduling the interviews knew of no one
in the respective work group who had given any signs of being unhappy
with the idea of having a female boss.

8
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II. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

OVERALL PROGRAM RESULTS

The experiences of the 10 companies in their efforts to integrate
women into traditionally-male jobs have been considerably more
positive than negative. Not unexpectedly, the companies have
encountered some serious problems in working toward the goal of
achieving equal opportunities for male and female employees. Nega-
tive attitudes as well as both overt and covert resistance
revealed, and some performance filures proved to h, I.

both the women involved and ti.. apanies. Noneth(
the forces that might be expect, , to work against successful
integration are taken into account, the results seem to be remark-ably successful.

A great majority of the women in traditionally-male jobs werejudged by their managers, peers, and subordinates to be performing
at least as well as most men in the respective jobs. In considering
this performance record, it must be remembered that most of the
women had been in their new jobs a relatively short time.

Significantly, however, there was evidence that the target womenhad to be_performingbieltuthan
most men in order to earn a ratingof "good" or "excellent"--indicating that many of these companies

were still in the "Jackie Robinson" phase of their efforts to
eliminate sex discrimination on the job.

In most of the 10 companies studied, there appeared to be a
positive commitment to the principle of equal opportunity for
women among the majority of rersons in the management ranks. Even
those managers who found it difficult to accept the changing role
of women in the work force usually accepted their responsibility tolive up to the spirit and the letter of the equal opportunity laws.
Of those with negative attitudes toward the EEO program, the majority
supervised blue-collar work groups.

Managers at higher levels in the organizations were reported to
have distinctly more favorable attitudes toward the equal opportunity
program than managers or supervisors at the first-line level. The
majority of first-line supervisors who participated in this study
directed blue-collar groups. Efforts to integrate women into
formerly-male jobs of the blue-collar variety were significantly
less successful than was the case for jobs classified here as "white-collar." Some first-line supervisors were experiencing a here-and-
now threat from the movement of women into jobs similar to their own,

9



while few managers at higher levels were threatened by competition
from men for jobs which they aspired to at the present time.
They will undoubtedly experience this new source of competition as
more women move up the line in the management ranks.

Managers at higher levels are also more aware of the
consequences of non-compliance with the equal opportunity program,
including the potential 7.egal repercussions. In addition, the
failure to utilize the job talents of women in the work force could
put a large company in an unfavorable competitive situation as
other companies rectify this deficiency.

Like_thosc f th- maloritv of managers, the attitudes of male peers
of_the_ ( Hen wt.1, decidedly more positive than negative.
Again, however, the peers of women in white-collar male-oriented
jobs had much more positive feelings about their female working
assnciates than did peers of women in blue-collar jobs. Indeed,

many of the women entering blue-collar jobs experienced some
degree of harassment from male peers, serious enough in some cases
to impede the women's work. This difference in attitudes and
reactions probably reflects the fact that the use of women in
many blue-collar jobs is a more conspicuous violation of some

cultural norms than is the case where women are employed in
traditionally male white-collar jobs. Many of these blue-collar
jobs required mechanical or physical skills which some men have
difficulty believing women can acquire, and others were also said
to entail dangers which men felt were of greater consequence to
women than men.

There was evidence to show that pay discrimination in the
companies studied was probably less significant than has been the
case in most companies in the past. Fewer than five percent of
the women thought that they were definitely being paid less than
men of comparable background and experience in their jobs, and

the great majority (81 percent) stated that they were sure that
their pay was either exactly the same as, or more than, a

comparable man would receive.

ATTITUDES CHANGE WITH EXPERIENCE

The interviews wtih managers, peers, and subordinates of the target
women showed clearly that attitudes changed quite rapidly with ex-

perience. That is, the persons interviewed in these three groups
often admitted that their feelings about the idea of using women
in formerly-male jobs changed from negative to positive when they
worked with a woman in such a job who was performing very effectively.
This was true even for those jobs which were considered to be very
"masculine" according to traditional norms. Many of the managers

10



testified that persons who had direct experience with a woman
in a traditionally-male job were likely to have more positive
attitudes toward the EEO program than were persons who had no
such direct experience.

Among the subordinates of the target women, attitudes were found
to be distinctly more positive than negativ.2. For example, among
the men who were reporting to women managers, only about 20 percent
expressed any negative feelings about having a female boss. Of the
other 80 percent with positive attitudes, many admitted that they
were concerned at first about the prospect of having to report to a
woman, but this apprehension disappeared very rapidly when they
found that their supervisor performed effectively.

.0th regard to female subordinates, very little evidence was found
to support the stereotypic assumption that women do not like to
work for a female supervisor. Only two out of the 23 female subor-
dinates interviewed expressed negative feelings about the idea of
having a female boss. In many cases, the women said that they pre-
ferred tc work for a female supervisor.

Withlto attitudes of other female employees, over 20 percent
of the target women reported that other women seemed to react nega-
tively to the idea that a female was placed in a traditionally-male
'ob. However, these negative reactions were almost always attributed
to former working associates. In almost all of these cases, the
women who were seen as reacting negatively did not associate directly
with the target woman in her new job role. It is highly likely
that such negative feelings would change following experience with
a woman who was performing competently in her new, traditionally-male
position.

Amon blue-collar workers direct experience with a woman who was
seen as performing poorly seemed to solidify (or even accentuate)
preconceived negative -- attitudes toward the idea of integrating
women into previously all-male jobs. In fact, some peers of women
who were felt to be performing inadequately admitted that they had
experienced a decided change in attitude from positive to negative.
They said that they had welcomed the addition of women to their
work group as a brightening influence which would make the work
situation more interesting; at first, they had behaved in a tradi-
tionally-male manner by opening doors, lifting heavy loads for the
women, and otherwise assisting them with difficult tasks. However,
they admitted that they soon tired of the additional work-load
that such activities pla-ed on them and, when the women failed to
take over their share of Ce work, the men's attitudes began to
change from acceptance to rejection of the EEO program.

11
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Wit_Ilreilprd to attitudes toward Cie target women on a social
or personal level, little evidence was found in the interviews
with their peers to indicate that any change had occurred when
the respective women assumed their new job roles The most

commonly mentioned change in attitude was that the target woman
was now treated with more respect. On the other hand, a few of the

target women themselves said that they noted a distinct change
in the way others regarded them on a social or personal level since
tnev had assumed their new job role. They felt that even some of
their old friends reacted ambivalently, especially if the target
woman had moved into a fairly high level management position.

About a third _of the_ `elt that their nL,

had caused some problems with either husbands, men friends, or
other friends. These problems were usually attributed to jealousy
or resentment of the fact that they had invaded the man's world

of work. It seemed especially difficult for many of these men
to accept a situation where the wife was earning more, or was in

a higher-status job.

Attitudes of the target women themselves toward their new jobs
were decidedly positive. Amon the women in jobs we classified

as "white collar" only about 3 percent said they disliked their

new jobs; even for the blue-collar women, the proortion expressing

dislike of their jobs was less than 15 Percent. The great majority

of women in both types of jobs said chat their new job roles were
much more interesting than their previous ones, since they entailed
more variety, challenge, responsibility, and freedom. Naturally,

most of the women were happy about the fact that their new jobs

were substantially higher-paying than had been their former "female"

jobs.

On the other hand, the contention that women are more concerned
with extrinsic than intrinsic job rewards was not borne out by

the target women's reports. Only about 20 percent of the women
interviewed mentioned high pay as an aspect of their new jobs
that they "liked best," and practically all of these women were
in blue-collar jobs. The overwhelming majority of comments about

liked aspects of the job related to such intrinsic factors as job

content, degree of responsibility, etc.

PERFORMANCE. OF THE TARGET WOMEN

With regard to the performance of the target women in their new

'ohs the inte ration pro rams of he 10 com anies studied would

again have to be rated as very successful. The great majority of

the women were seen by their managers, peers, and subordinates
as performing well.

12
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However, results relating to performance of the women in blue-
collar jobs were significantly less favorable than for those in
white-collar jobs. About 50 percent of the supervisors or
managers of women in formerly-male blue-collar jobs said that at
least some of the women they supervised were having significant
problems in performance. On the other hand, only about 17 percent
of the managers of white-collar women detected any such problems.

The peers of the target women udoed their performance even more
favorably than did the marager,. r' --Int hat
.,1 th.,1 he' " oe- Lu heel s wimuu in blue-

juos felt that the performance of these women was inferior
to that of the average male employee in their traditionally-male
jobs. It was also interesting to note that the performance ratings
of peers seemed inconsistent with their attitudes toward the EEO
program--only about 35 percent of the blue-collar peers expressed
positive attitudes toward the presence of women in these jobs.
Based on other evidence revealed in this study, we would expect
these attitudes to become more positive with the passage of time.
On the other hand, the sample of blue-collar male peers was
relatively small (N=20), so the results cannot be considered
highly reliable. In the white-collar group, where the sample was
larger (N=44), only about 10 percent of the women were judged by
their peers to be performing less well than the average man in
the respective jobs.

If employee turnover were used as an important performance measure,
the results obtained for women in traditionally-male jobs would
also have to be rated favorably. There were a few--mostly blue-
collar--situations where attempts to employ women had been quite
unsuccessful from the turnover standpoint, but these were certainly
the exception rather than the rule. Moreover, even in these
exceptional situations, it appeared that steps could be taken (and
in some cases were being taken) to alleviate the turnover problem.
Usually these high-turnover jobs entailed duties which were incom-
patible with traditionally-defined interests and experience of
women; in addition, no cpecial actions had been taken in most cases
to compensate for this incompatibility.

Most of the women had been it their new traditionally-male jobs
for a relatively short time (less than four years) when they were
interviewed. However, there was little evidence to support the
stereotypical assumption that turnover among the women would be
high because they were more likely to leave the labor force
intermittently. The women interviewed ranged in age from about
20 to 60 years and most of them had worked on a fairly continuous
basis since graduation from high school or college. Moreover,
the great majority said that they intended to continue working
until they reached retirement age.

13



performance record of the women in formerly-male lobs seemed
especially good if we take into account the handicaps under which
they were working. For one thing, the women in these jobs, Loth
blue-collar and white-collar, were likely to he under greater
pressure than comparable males because of their visibilitv.
of the women reported that rhev .ii n

, (

11(.0111 t( ' - This situation
more women are employed in the

Lraditionaliy-male jobs.

Another handicapping factor for the women was that their previous
work experience provided little preparation for their present jobs.
Many of the target women, especially those in the blue-collar job
categories, had moved into these jobs from some kind of clerical
assignment. Since clerical tasks are likely to he highly structured
or routine, the women had not had the experience of assuming the
individual responsibility entailed in many of the traditionally-
male jobs. In addition, the clerical jobs were rarely, if ever,
related in any way to the technical aspects of the new assignments.

The target women were also handicapped by not being accepted by
male associates in the same way that men were treated in the same
12bs. At the white-collar level, this was likely to be disadvan-
tageous for the woman because she was not included on an equal
basis in the informal communication channels. in blue-collar jobs,
the lack of acceptance could surface openly as rejection, which
usually meant that: (1) the men were less willing to help the
women in the same manner that they would male working associates;
(2) the women were ignored in informal communications; and (3) active
harassment was experienced by some. Unfortunately, this kind of
rejection was allegedly experienced by many women in blue-collar
jobs from their supervisors as well as from their peer-level working
associates.

APPROACHES CONTRIBUTING
TO EFFECTIVENESS

The behaviors or approaches that seemed to contribute to the
success of women in blue-collar _lobs were distinctly different,
for the most part, from those associated with success in white-
collar jobs. Specifically, the blue-collar women who worked
very hard, tried hard to learn the job well, and demonstrated a
determination to succeed on the job, were not only likely to be
seen as the best performers, but were also more likely to be
accepted by their peers and supervisors.
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-talents

help if the woman -collar
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,nbjected to h% net ,,,ockiag associates.
not , I these types of behavior were not likely

,,.II as performing well or to he accepted by their male
working associates. Very often a supervisor of blue-collar employees
in describing, a particular woman who did not survive in a blue-collar
job, cited behavior which indicated the lack of a positive attitude
toward work as such.

According to popular stereotypes about women, we should expect
them to he dependent, passive, and without a strong achievement
or work orientation. These stereotypes were not verified by
descriptions of the tarvet women's approaches to their jobs. An
index of sox-role orientation constructed for a large sample of the
taret women from descriptions of their on-the-job behaviors
indicated that more than half the women exhibited both sterotypically
"feminine" and "masculine" behaviors. Therefore, these women might
best be classified as "androgynous" in their approaches to their
jobs.

Since about half the white-collar women interviewed were in some
kind of supervisory or managerial position, many of the types of
approaches or behaviors described that were thought to contribute
to effectiveness referred to supervisory style. Among the often-
mentioned behaviors were: "avoids using autocratic approach,"
"uses a participative approach," "treats people as individuals,"
and "is helpful and considerate of subordinates."

It was interesting to note that the women themselves and
their subordinates tended to emphasize approaches that were
consistent with a participative or non-directive leadership style,
while managers were somewhat more likely to see firm, aggressive,
and directive behavior as factors in the success of the female
supervisors. Taking all of the evidence together, it appears that
the effective female leader feels that she must strike a balance
between directive and participative styles: She must be firm
and assertive enough to command the respect and attention of her
subordinates, peers and superiors, leaving no doubt in their minds
that she is in charge and knows what she is doing. On the other
hand, she may feel that she must avoid being as directive and
authoritarian as a comparable male supervisor might be, because of
the possibility that male workers will resist an overly-aggressive
female supervisor.

15



Al impressive finding with regard to leadership practices of

..?hite-collar women was the degree to which they seemed to be
actinjgin_accordancewith generally-accepted criteria of leader-
ship excellence. The women themselves, their managers, peers and
subordinates, all mentioned such desirable behaviors as "uses
:1 participative approach," "treats subordinates as individuals- -
is sensitive to individual differences," "very helpful and
considerate of subordinates," "delegates responsibility," "makes
i special effort to he fair," "gives subordinates more information
than do most other managers," "involves subordinates in decisions,"
"more tactful and diplomatic than are most managers," helps
subordinates develop their capabilities," and "uses a constructive
rather than a punitive approach to motivate subordinates."

Several factors may account for the prevalence of these
desirable leadership behaviors among the female managers. In the
first place, most of the target women were selected for these
positions with great care. As a general rule, several well-
qualified candidates were available, since most organizations have
very able women already working in jobs which do not fully utilize
their talents.

A second factor that may account for the prevalence of
desirable leadership characteristics among the female managers is
that many of these traits are typically associated with "femininity."
Studies have generally shown that women, as cowpared with men, are
likely to be more sensitive, tactful, helpful, :onsiderate, diplo
matic, and more human-relations than task-oriented. These same
traits have been shown consistently to characterize effective
loaders. 7/

7/ I. J. Badin, "Some Moderator Influences on Relationships
between Consideration, Initiating Structure, and Organizational
Criteria," Journal of Applied Psychology, 1974, 59(3), pp. 386-382;
E. Day and R. Stodgill, "Leadership Behavior of Male and Female
Supervisors: A Comparative Study," Personnel Psychology, 1972, 25,
pp. 353-360; D. McGregor, The Professional Manager (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1967; John h. Miner, "Student Attitudes Toward
Bureaucratic Role Prescriptions and Prospects for Managerial
Talent Shortages, Personnel Psychology, 1974, 27, pp. 605-613.
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A third factor which could account for desirable leadership
qualities in the female managers was that these approaches were
learned by trial and error. Many of the women testified that
when they behaved in a directive, authoritarian manner, they
found that their subordinates resisted or carried out assignments
with little or no enthusiasm. On the other hand, when the manager
used a "participative" leadership style, she observed a much more
enthusiastic response from subordinates. Since the women felt
highly visible in their non-traditional roles, and highly motivated
to succeed, this learning process was greatly accelerated.

TURNOVER AMONG
BLUE - COLLAR WOMEN

While women who were chosen for professional and managerial lobs
were carefully screened and evaluated, often in competition with
comparably-qualified males, blue-collar women were often recruited
or persuaded to apply for traditionally-male jobs. In situations
of this kind the dro out rate anion: the women who did attem t the
blue-collar jobs was likely to be very high. For example, in one
of the companies, over 40 women had been placed in a particular
blue-collar job and only one had survived at the time this study
was conducted.

Companies which attempted to screen female applicants for blue-
collar positions and to inform them of the characteristics of
the jobs tended to meet with less turnover. However, the total
number of women in blue-collar jobs in those companies may have
been lower than in companies concerned simply with meeting EEO
goals.

Efforts to move women into formerly all-male blue-collar jobs
were not entirely unsuccessful by any means, however. The
largest company had employed well over 1,000 women in traditionally
all-male craft jobs alone, and their experience, nn balance, was
quite favorable. While the failure rate was almost intolerably
high in some job types that involved heavy physical labor or a
very undesirable work environment, the overall turnover rate for
women in all of the craft jobs taken together was not significantly
greater than the comparable record for men.

COMPONENTS OF SUCCESSFUL
EEO PROGRAMS

The internal publicity given to the EEO effort and the determi-
nation of the company to achieve EEO goals undoubtedly helped to
create positive attitudes toward the program. Very often these
programs entailed an intensive communications effort with
supervisors and managers. The supervisors were then expected to
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lay the groundwork in their respective units for the introduction
of women into traditionally-male jobs. The attitudes of the
supervisors themselves seemed particularly critical in determininf,
the_success of _integration efforts, especially in blue-collar lohs.

Another approach used as an aid in achieving EEO goals was to
provide women with information aboutnew_job opportunities. Some

of this was done with written materials; in other cases, a company
might sponsor an annual "career day" during which intensive efforts
were made to provide ',omen with information about the various
types of jobs available to them.

The _integration of women_iaLc_formerly all-male jobs at blue-collar
levels was also facilitated by providing women with special training
which would help to put them on a equal footing with men. Training

directors frequently reported that their training programs for
craft jobs assumed that all of the trainees had mechanical interests
and experience. Therefore, terminology like "open-end wrench," or
"hex nut," or "right-hand thread," was used without considering
that many women were unfamiliar with such terms and were therefore
likely to be at a decided disadvantage in the training. To remedy
this, specially focused pre-training was given to some women
candidates for craft jobs to "bring them up to speed" with the male
trainees. Programs of this kind not only reduced the failure rate
of women significantly, but also increased the likelihood that the
women would be accepted by their working associates when they were
put on the job.

Special efforts to facilitate the acceptance of women were much
less likely to he necessary at white-collar levels. In fact, some
companies made it a point to avoid any special treatment, but simply
began to include qualified white-collar women along with men in
short- and long-range career development programs. Other companies
did introduce special programs to help insure that women placed in
certain white collar jobs would be successful. For example,

several firms used "assessment center" programs especially designed
for female candidates for supervisory positions. A few companies
also provided such specialized training as courses in "assertiveness"
for women who were candidates for supervisory positions. CHowever,

this was certainly the exception rather than the rule.) In companies

where such special training was provided, managers often expressed
doubts regarding its necessity, since they found the success rate
among women in formerly-male managerial positions to be remarkably
high.
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III. PROBLEMS ANTICIPATED ON THE BASIS OF P:kST RESEARCH

Persistent and pervasive stereotypes exist in our culture
regarding appropriate sex-role behavior. Women are often assumed to
be no more than intermittent members of the work force--that is, their
traditional roles as housewives and mothers are thought to place
limitations on their time, interest, or opportunity in pursuing career-
oriented jobs. On the other hand, current statistics indicate that
90 percent of girls now in high school will spend a minimum of 25 years
working outside the home. 8/

Many studies have shown that it is typical in our culture to
consider women having character sties unsuitable for traditionally-
male jobs. In one study, for example, men were judged by respondents
to be generally more independent, objective, competitive, logical,
skilled in business, and able to make decisions with greater ease than
women. On the other hand, women were perceived as more dependent,
passive, and illogical than men. Other studies showed that women were
seen as limited in toughness, stability, creativity, and judgment, or
as less achievement and work-oriented than men. 9/

Still other findings indicate that a woman with interests
typ:cally associated with "masculinity" is more likely to be seen as
competent than a woman with stereotypically "feminine" interests. On
the other hand, a woman portrayed as competent and "feminine" was
judged by members of both sexes to he more socially attractive and

8/ v. O'Leary, "Some Attitudinal Barriers to Occupational
Aspirations in Women," Psychological Bulletin, 1974, 81, pp. 809-826;
R. E. Dutton, "Sex as a Factor in Occupational Choice," Personnel
Journal, 1967, 46(8), pp. 510-513; V. E. Schein, "The Relationship
between Sex Role Stereotypes and Requisite Management Characteristics,"
Journal of Applied Psychology, 1973, 51, pp. 95-100.

9/ I. K. Broverman, et al., "Sex-role Stereotypes: A Current
Appraisal," Journal of Social Issues, 1972, 28, pp. 59-78; E. A. Cecil
et al., "Perceived Importance of Selected Variables Used to Evaluate
Male and Female Job Applicants," Personnel Psychology, 1973, 26,
pp. 397-404; B. Rosen and T. H. Jerdee, "Sex Stereotyping in the
Executive Suite," Harvard Business Review, 1974, 52(2), pp. 45-48;
J. Crowley et al., "Seven Deadly Half-Truths About Women," Psychology
Today, March 1973, pp. 94-96; D. McGregor, The Professional Manager
(New York: McGraw-Hill) 1967.
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attractive as a work partner than a competent "masculine" female. When
judged from the standpoint of a prospective employer, however, the
competent woman with so-called "masculine" traits was preferred. In

fact, just being seen as competent has been shown to be associated with
lack of femininity.10/ Such findings would seem to present a conflict
situation for the woman who would like to be seen as competent in
important occupational roles and at the same time retain desirable traits
usually associated with femininity.

Stereotypic attitudes about women in our culture could certainly be
expected to result in discrimination in selecting managers. Schein, for

example, found in a survey of 300 managers that successful managers are
perceived to possess characteristics, attitudes, and temperaments more
commonly ascribed to men than to women.11/

Webber found that women were generally not seen as leaders even
when they outnumbered men in a group by a three-to-one ratio. He

comnosed work groups of students in a Master of Business Administration
program, some groups containing three men and one woman, while others
had three women and one man. When a lone woman was on a work tear., her
contributions were usually seen as insignificant by her male peers.
And in fact these lone women usually did not participate in the writing
of the final group report, which was the ultimate team product. Even in

three groups out of 62 where the woman claimed to have emerged as the
leader, most of the men did not agree. In work groups with three women
and one man, the lone males all saw themselves as leaders. In these

groups, some women saw the lone males as exercising disproportionate
influence; others saw the men as relatively insignificant in influence.12/

10/ J. T. Spence and R. Helmreich, "Who Likes Competent Women?"
Journal of Applied Psychology, 1972, 2, pp. 197-213; D. R. Shaffer and
C. Weglev, "Success orientation and sex-role congruence as determinants
of the attractiveness of competent women," Journal of Personality,1974,
42, pp. 586-600; B. S. Piacente, et al., "Evaluation of the Performance of
Experimenters as a Function of Their Sex and Competence," Journal of
Applied Social Psychology, 1974, 4, pp. 321-329.

11/ Schein, op. cit.

12/ M. A. Millette, "Women Fade to Background in Group Study," The

Sunday Bulletin, January 18, 1976, p. 30.
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FEMALE PREJUDICES
AGAINST WOMEN

Stereotypic attitudes which downgrade the capabilities of women
in traditionally-male jobs are not by any means held exclusively by
men. Much research has shown that women frequently hold negative views
of their own worth in relation to the worth of men, especially with
regard to professional or administrative jobs. Goldberg, for example,
found that women valued the professional worth of men more highly than
that of women. Pheterson similarly found that most women, when confronted withanother woman who was trying to succeed in some endeavor, automatically
tended to assume that the woman was less motivated, less expert, or
simply less favored than a comparable man. Other researchers report
that women generally hold negative attitudes toward the idea that women
should be in professional and managerial positions.13/

Megargee found that even women who scored high in "dominance"
tended to defer to men who scored very low in "dominance" when decisions
were required as to who should be the leader of a two-person mixed-sex
group. In this situation, only 20 percent of the women assumed the
leadership role of such two-person groups. It was interesting to note
that the high-dominance woman made the decision as to who would be the
leader 91 percent of the time; however, in the great majority of cases
(80 percent), they assigned the leadership role to the male. It was
assumed that these women were experiencing a conflict between their
dominant personality trait and the socially-accepted role of women as
the passive sex.14/

Horner has identified this conflict between dominant and socially
accepted sex-roles in women as "the motive to avoid success." Using a
modified version of the Thematic Apperception Test, she found that women,
as compared with men, were significantly more likely to report "fear of
success" imagery. She also found that both men and women tended to
characterize successful women as unattractive, masculine, and somehow
abnormal. Horner theorized that these sex-role stereotypes may induce
women to fear social rejection or have concerns about their normality
and femininity when they strive for success in a competitive situation.15/

13/ O. I. Pheterson, et al., "Evaluations of the Performance of
Women as a Function of Their Sex, Achievement, and Personal History,"
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 1971 (19), 114-118;
P. A. Goldberg, "Are Women Prejudi-ed Against Women?" Transaction,
April, 1968, pp. 28-30; G. Staines, et al., "The 'Queen Bee' Syndrome,"
Psychology Today, 1974, 7(8), pp. 55-60.

14/ E. I. Megargee, "Influence of Sex Roles on the Manifestation
of Leadership," Journal of Applied Psychology, 1969, 53(5), pp. 377-382.

1' M. S. Horner, "Femininity and Successful Achievement: A Basic
Inconsistency," Feminine Personality and Conflict (Belmont: California:
Brooks/Cole Publishing Company) 1970.
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Schwart considers these stereotyped self-concepts of women to he
a psychological harrier to the successful integration of women into
management jobs. She sees the need for women to conceive of themselves
in terms of their own careers instead of those of their husbands and
to become aware of the options open to them. By accepting stereotypic
attitudes, women have become their own worst enemies in terms of job
mobility and satisfaction.16/

Projected shortages of managerial talent would also argue for the
need to modify stereotypic attitudes about the suitability of women in
managerial positions. It is the consensus of experts in manpower
planning that there will be a critical shortage of qualified individuals
for middle- and upper-management positions in the 1980's. Untapped
female resources are seen by many experts as a natural solution to this
problem.17/ Moreover, increasing numbers of women today are well-
educated, ambitious, and eager to seek the satisfaction that achievement
in a career can bring.

EXPERIENCE MAY
CHANGE. ATTITUDES

Many of the stereotypic attitudes which would indicate that women
are handicapped in performing traditionally-male jobs will undoubtedly
be altered as people gain experience with women in such jobs. Lynch
conducted an intensive study of 95 women who held high level professional
and managerial positions and concluded that, for these individuals, the
traditional view that women have characteristics that make them
unsuitable for high level positions proved to be mostly fallacious.18/

Fox and Steinmann found that professional and college women
perceive no conflict between femininity and achievement activity; rather,
their ideal was a balance between self-oriented achievement behavior and
other-oriented (family) behavior.19/

16/ E. B. Schwartz, "Psychological Barriers to Increased Employment
of Women," Issues in Industrial Society, 1971, 2, pp. 69-73.

17/ John B. Miner, op. cit.

18/ Edith M. Lynch, The Executive Suite-Feminine Style (New York:
Amacom), 1973.

19/ U. J. Fox and A. Steinmann, "Male-Female Sex Role in the United
States," in R. K. Unger and F. L. Denmark (Eds. ), Women: Dependent or
Independent Variable? (New York: Psychological Dimensions, Inc.), 1975.
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Similarly, a University of Michigan study showed that a number
of commonly-held beliefs proved to be more mythical than factual;
they included the following assumptions: (1) women would not work
if they did not absolutely have to for economic reasons; (2) women
are more satisfied than men with intellectually-undemanding jobs;
(3) women are less concerned than men with getting ahead on the
job; and (4) women are less concerned than men with obtaining self-
actualizing work.20/

Many employers believe that it does not pay to train or prcmote
women, especially in professional or managerial positions, because
they will marry, leave the company, and the investment will be lost.
Again, however, facts do not always support such beliefs. A large-
scale study conducted by the Aetna Life Insurance Company in 1973
showed that women in technical, supervisory and managerial positions
turned-over at the rate of 8.5 percent a year, while men in comparable
jobs turned-over at a 9 percent rate. Absence rates were found to be
almost identical for men and women, which is also consistent with
national trends.21/

Gaudreau makes a strong case for the contention that a
substantial proportion of the st,.dies attributing handicaps to women in
the work force show an inadequate research design. For example, many of
the reported differences between men and women in attitudes toward work
could very well reflect a failure to control for differences in job
and education levels. She cites a number of studies in which job and/or
education level were controlled, and which found no sex differences in
attitudes or job-related behaviors. In other cases, she points out
that surveys have asked respondents to describe the characteristics of

20/ Crowley, Levitin and Quin:), op. cit.

21/ Career, Aetna Life Insurance Company, Winter, 1973 issue.
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tVpiC.11 ::!Ale, .1 typical female, or a typical manager, rather than a

specific individual. As a result, she contends that such surveys will
invariably yield stereotypic attitudes rather than observations based
on experience. 22/

CHAN(;INC CONCEPTS
1: Si;X RO1 :S

Another :-Actor which may he expected to contribute to women's
increased interest and success in traditionally-male jobs is gradual
change in sex-role stereotypes. Stein and Bailey point out that
women may adjust their concepts of femininity to include some
masculine patterns and thus pursue a non-traditional career. Bardwick
predicts that role conflict in women may decrease as a new female
PAttern emerges in which interpersonal and traditional behaviors
remain important while achievement and success become equally signifi-
ant . 2

Alper's work with achievement motivation would seem to support
iiardwickis prediction. Alper found that need for achievement in highly
competent, bright, intellectual women followed the pattern established
for men. There was a significant correlation between sex-role
orientation and achievement motivation. Women with more traditional
attitudes toward sex roles told more fear-of-success stories than
wemen with non-traditional attitudes.24/

22/ P. Gaudreau, "Investigation of sex differences across job levels,"
Paper presented at annual meeting of the American Psychological Association,
1975; R. A. Burke, "Differences in perception of desired job characteristics
of the opposite sex," The Journal of Genetic Psychology, 1966, 109,
pp. 127-135; R. Centers and D. Bugental, "Intrinsic and extrinsic job
motivations among different segments of the working population," Journal of
Aulied Psychology, 1966, 50, pp. 193-197; S. Salch and M. Lalljee, "Sex
And job orientation," Personnel Psychology, 1969, 32, pp. 465-471.

23/ A. J. Stein and M. M. Bailey, "The Socialization of achievement
orientation in females," Psychological Bulletin, 1973, 80, pp. 345-366;
T. W. Bardwick and F. Douvan, "Ambivalence: the socialization of women,"

in V. Cornick and B. K. Moran (Eds.), Women in Sexist Society (New York:
Basic Books, Inc.), 1971, pp. 147-159.

2=.! T. O. Alper, "The relationship between role orientation and
achievement orientation," Jcurnal of Personality, 1973, 41(1), pp. 9-31.
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A current formulation that sheds further light on changing sex
role stereotypes is Bem's proposition that there is a group of people
who describe themselves by choosing "masculine" and "feminine" adjectives
in relatively equal degrees. She calls these people "androgyonous."
According to Rem, some women are capable of seeing themselves as both
"feminine" and "masculine," or both emotional and competitive,
affectionate and agressive, etc. In fact, she has shown that androgynous
individuals may he more psychologically-healthy, in that they have more
available behaviors to choose from in responding appropriately to
different situations.25/

SOME UNANSWERED QUESTIONS

Obviously, the past research regarding women in male-oriented work
roles leaves a number of questions unanswered, largely because our
society has not had a great deal of experience with women in jobs that
were held almost exclusively by males in the past. Some of these
unanswered questions are:

(1) How pervasive are traditional attitudes regarding a "woman's
place?"

Do women as well as men hold these attitudes?
Do these attitudes change as people gain experience with
women in non-traditional roles?

(2) How do women react to leadership roles?

Do they find such roles pleasant or unpleasant?
Do such roles create any tensions in women which seem
different from the kind of strain men sometimes experience
in these roles?

Are women concerned about their "femininity" in such roles?
Do these women feel any conflict over being "feminine" and
being in a leadership position?

(3) Do men view women as generally unsuited for traditionally-male
jobs?

Are women in such jobs seen as a threat to the men?

(4) How do women feel about working for a female supervisor?

(5) Is there any evidence of "fear of success" in women who hold
traditionally-male jobs?

25/ S. L. Rem, "The measurement of psychological androgyny,"
Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 1974, 42, 155-162.
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(6) Are the majority of women in managerial positions single, as
compared to women in lower level positions?

(7) How do people view competent women?

Are they accepted in the same way that competent men are?
Or are they seen as less sociable and likeable?

(S) Are typically "feminine" traits regarded as handicapping or
advantageous for a woman in a male-oriented position?"

(Q) 1:hat is the general attitude among women about females being
promoted to management positions?

(10) Do women in management positions have certain characteristics
that distinguish them from men in management positions?

For example, are they more kind, considerate, and concerned
with people than are men?

(11) bill women who approach the job in a predominantly "masculine"
or "feminine" style -or a combination of the two approaches-
he more successful in management positions?

Are "masculine" characteristics necessary for success in
managerial jobs, as some past research seems to indicate?

Not all of these questions will he answered in this study in a clearcut

and unequivocal manner. However, we hope to shed enough light on the
answers to facilitate the progress of public and private sector employers

in Providing equal opportunities for women in the world of work.
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IV. EXPERIENCE OF THE TARGET WOMEN

CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE TARGET GROUP

Of the 164 women interviewed, 91 were in white-collar positionsand 73 in blue-collar positions. About half, or 45, of the white-
collar positions were supervisory or managerial in nature, and the
remaining 46 were professional or staff positions that did not
entail supervising others. In the blue-collar category, the majority
of the jobs involved craft work where the individual was paid an hourlywage. However, not all fit that category. For example, some of the
jobs classified here as blue-collar involved work performed in an
offi-2 setting, such as drafting, or monitoring dials and gauges.2N

The distribution of interviews with both white-collar and blue -
collar women was reasonably well balanced between the two interviewers.
Specifically, the male interviewer conducted 58 percent of the total
interviews 57 percent of the interviews with women in white-collar
jobs, and 60 percent of the women in blue-collar jobs.

Types of Jobs Held

The women interviewed held a wide variety of jobs. This seemed
especially true for women in blue-collar jobs, some of whose job-titles
were:

Power plant operator
Meter reader
Coin Collector
Testman
Garage attendant
Truck driver
Mechanic
Repairman
Field draftsman

Electronic troubleshooter
Estimate assigner
Local tester

Central office repairman
Equipment technician
Warehouse supplyman
Building service aide
Laborer

Engineering technician
Handiman
Draftsman
Conveyor operator
General utility mechanic
Installer
Production man

2' Actually, it is more appropriate to distinguish between the two
types of jobs as being "exempt" or "non-exempt." This terminology refers,
of course, to whether or not the job is exempt from provisions of wage-
hour laws. All of the jobs classified here as "white-collar" would be in
the exempt category, and all jobs classified as "blue-collar" are non-
exempt in their official classifications.

However, it seemed to us that
it would be easier to follow the narrative in this description of study
results if these two classifications were referred to as white-collar vs.
bluecollar, rather than exempt and non-exempt.
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White-collar job titles were also many and varied. Here, however,

the titles did not always connote very well the actual resposibilities
involved in the respective jobs; a modest-sounding title could be used
for a job that entailed a great deal of responsibility, and vice versa.
Moreover, the same job title had different meanings in different
companies. The title "District Manager" in one company, for example,
might have been used only for very high-level positions which involved
the supervision, directly or indirectly, of several hundred people,
while the same title in another company might have been used for a job
which entailed much less responsibility.

The levels of the traditionally-male jobs held by women varied
from professional specialists or technicians to company officers. Their

distribution was pyramidal, with the great majority falling in the lower
ranks of management positions and relatively few at the highest levels.
Some of the specific jobs held by the women in white-collar positions
were:

Engineer
Staff attorney
Credit manager
District office manager
Sales manager
Plant service manager
Education administrator
Expediter
Marketing supervisor
Systems analyst
Power plant engineer
Outside plant foreman
Reliability engineer
Personnel coordinator
Security agent
Maintenance foreman
Legislative agent

Demographic Characteristics

Nuclear support specialist
Financial accountant
Plant chemist
Labor relations specialist
Customer service manager
Network manager-local
F(,:eman-repair services
Employment representative
Telecommunication manager
Director of office services
Metallurgical tester
Accounting supervisor
Training administrator
Supervisor of engineers
Quality control manager
Public office manager
Senior tax accountant

The ages of the women varied widely from under 20 to almost
retirement age (Chart A).27/ As might be expected, the women in white-
collar positions tended to be older than those in blue-collar positions.

27/ In all of the tables and charts in this report, the raw numbers

of cases are entered, rather than percentages. This was done to

emphasize that the respective sample studied is the universe under

consideration. The authors felt that the use of percentages might connote
that the respective samples were intended to be representative of some

larger universes or populations of women, or of managers, peers, or

subordinates.
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Chart A. Age Distribution of the Target Women
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Regarding the educational attainment of the women interviewed,
there was also a decided difference between the two groups, with the
women in the white-collar positions having completed significantly

higher levels of education (Chart B).

Since there were significantly more women under 25 years of
age in the blue-collar jobs, we might expect to find fewer of them married.
faking this into account, it does seem that there are fewer married
women than might have been expected in the white-collar group:

Total

Blue-
collar

White-

collar

Single 75 37 38

Married 72 33 39

Divorced 14 3 11

Widowed 2 0 9_

Separated 1 0 1

However, approximately two-thirds of the single white-collar women

were over 30. It is likely that these women entered the job market
when the combination of marriage and a career was not widely accepted.
On the other hand, the fact that only one-third of the white-collar
women under 30 were single may reflect a trend toward more frequent

combination of marriage and a career among professional women. It is

interesting to note, incidentally, that out of the 17 women who
were either divorced, widowed, or separated, only three were in blue -

collar jobs and the other 14 were in white-collar jobs.

The length of time that the women had held their present jobs
prior to the study is shown below:

Total

Blue-
collar

White-

collar

6 months or less 35 10 25

Over 6 months,
less than 2 years 58 23 35

2 to 4 years 64 38

over 4 years 7 2 5



Here it can be seen that the 1omen in blue-collar jobs had longer
average tenure than women in white-collar jobs--a finding that is
somewhat unexpected in view of the fact that most of the companies
reported significantly less success in retaining women in the blue-
collar than in the white-collar jobs. The difference could be
accounted for by the fact that some of the women in white-collar jobs
had first moved into a traditionally-male job some time ago, and then
had been promoted only recently into their present jobs. (This
phenomenon seemed to be encountered much less often in the interviews
with the women in blue-collar jobs.) It is also possible that the
companies started to take action in integrating blue-collar jobs
before those in the white-collar category.28/

ATTITUDES TOWARD
THE JOBS

Early in the interviews, the target women were asked how they
liked their new jobs, and what aspects they either liked or disliked.
As might be expected, there was a decided difference between the women
in white-collar vs. blue-collar jobs:

Total
Blue-
collar

White-
collar

Like very much 79 29 50

Like fairly well 33 25 28

Like more than dislike 19 9 10

Dislike more than like 9 7 2

Very much dislike 4 3 1

Women in the white-collar jobs were much more likely to express strong
liking for the job than were women in blue-collar positions. On the
other hand, even among the blue-collar women, there were relatively few
who expressed dislike for their work. Almost 75 percent said they liked
their jobs either "fairly well," or "very much."

28/ There are other possible explanations for the longer tenure of
women in blue-collar jobs. For one thing, 41 percent of the blue-collar
women interviewed were in jobs that did not entail unusual physical demands
or unpleasant working conditions. In the so-called "inside craft jobs,"
for example, the conditions of work were usually not very different from
those found in traditionally-female occupations, and turnover was generallyvery low. Secondly, a possible explanation for the shorter tenure of many
white-collar women is that a few companies which had only recently begun
to work on the problems of the underutilization of women had focused their
efforts on white-collar jobs first.



Differences between the white-collar and blue-collar groups
wit:1 ryard to aspects of the job that the interviewees liked best

were quite dramatic (Chart C). Women in the white-collar jobs were

inifi,:antly more likely to express a preference for "challenge,"

"responsibility," and "working with people," while women in blue-

cellar jobs were much more likely to mention "high pay" as the aspect

ef the job they liked best. Women in all types of positions frequently
mentioned "variety" as a liked aspect of their new jobs--evidently,

they considered their past, traditionally-female jobs as entailing

sinifiantly less variety than their present ones.

The category labeled "freedom" in Chart C might also have been

labeled "autonomy." The women often mentioned as a desirable feature

of their new jobs the fact that they were on their own, could make

their own decisions, and did not have a supervisor monitoring their

work continually. Several of them pointed out that this autonomy

seemed to he much more characteristic of traditionally-male than of

traditionally-female jobs.

Iwo of the women in supervisory positions said that they liked

the fact that their subordinates, both male and female, had accepted

their a :pointments much more enthusiastically than they had ever

expected they would.

regard to dislikes, the differences between women in white-

collar vs. blue-collar jobs were substantial (Chart D). The women in

white-collar positions were much more likely to mention the "paper-

work" or boring "routines" as being aspects of the jobs they disliked

than were women in blue-collar jobs. On the other hand. the women in

blue-collar jobs were more likely to mention such factors as "the dirty

work," the "mechanical aspects," or the "outside environment; they

referred not only to the fact that they might have to work in

inclement weather, but also to the fact that the jobs sometimes required

that they go into dangerous neighborhoods.

When "hours of work" was identified as a negative aspect of the

job, the blue-collar workers almost invariably referred to undesirable

shifts, while the few white-collar '.'orkers who mentioned this item

referred to the longer hours required to carry out their jobs properly.

Although "harassment from peers" was mentioned more often as a

disliked aspect of the job by the white-collar women, the women in

blue-collar jobs generally took much more abuse from their male

Associates than did women in white-collar positions. Perhaps the women

in the blue-collar jobs were not as likely to mention this because they

had expected to be harassed and therefore did not consider this aspect

of the job to be unusual enough to he mentioned as a "dislike."



Chart C. Aspects of the Job Liked "Best" by the Target Women
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Chart D. Job Aspects Liked "Least" by the Target Women
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Several of the women in managerial positions mentioned as a
"dislike" the fact that they are so visible in their new positions.
One of the women disliked the way in which she is so frequently
scheduled for interviews with outsiders (like the authors of this
report) because of her visibility.

In the blue-collar group, several of the women described the
physical requirements of the work as being the least agreeable
aspect of the job. Some of these jobs required a great deal of walking,
climbing, and lifting.

While a few women in blue-collar jobs said that they felt
ina0equately trained to do the work, two others complained that there
was not enough to do in their new jobs--not because they were givenfewer assignments than the men, but because there were more people in
the jobs than were really needed. On the other hand, several women
interviewed liked least the fact that they had too much work to do in
their jobs.

NATURE OF PREVIOUS
JOBS HELD

Each of the target women was
jobs she had held before she was appointed
Most women in both groups had started

asked to describe the sequence of
to her present position.

in clerical jobs:

Blue- White-
Total collar collar

Clerical 81 37 44

Phone operator 21 18 3

Technical-professional 28 0 28

A blue-collar job, such
as in a factory 7 6 1

A staff job 7 0 7

The present job 16 11 5

The second most common starting job was phone operator for women in
blue-collar positions and a technical or professional position for
white-collar women. (These were all held by college graduates in
technical fields, such as engineering or accounting.)
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The types of jobs held by the women immediately before their
present assignments were similar to their starting jobs, except for
an increase in the numbers of women in blue-collar jobs whose
previous post was clerical in nature, and a decrease in this category
for women in white collar jobs:

Blue- White-

Total collar collar

Clerical 67 45 22

Phone operator 5 5 0

Technical-professional 27 0 27

A blue-collar job 12 12 0

A staff job 21 0 21

Supervisory-managerial 16 0 16

No previous job 9 8 1

Relatively few of the women in traditionally-male blue-collar jobs
had ever worked in a blue-collar job of any kind before. Instead, a

very common pattern for women whose present jobs were classified as
blue-collar was to have started working for the company in some
kind of clerical position, then to have moved into a much higher-
paying craft job as these opportunities became available in the
last few years. This sometimes caused problems forthe men in these
craft jobs because the women brought their company seniority with
them. Thus, a woman who had spent many years in completely unrelated
work could be new in the craft job and yet outrank most of the men in
seniority.

Among the women in white-collar jobs, it was also very common
to have started in some kind of clerical position. Many of these
women had worked their way up to a staff or supervisory position

before being, appointed to their present job, and the previously-held
supervisory position often entailed supervising an all-female group,
such as a clerical staff. However, the women had previously held a
staff or supervisory position which could also be classified as a

traditionally-male job. Another group, whose first jobs were profes-
sional or technical in nature, either remained in these roles or
moved into managerial positions.
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A very common pattern among women in white-collar jobs was to
have worked their way up through the secretarial ranks to a position
as secretary to a high-level executive or offic r, where they had
an opportunity to demonstrate their administrative skills and
supervisory potential. They were thus able to qualify for their
present traditionally-male job, which was often a fairly responsible
staff or managerial position.

SELF-PERCEIVED QUALIFICATIONS
FOR THE; NEW JOB

When the target women were asked whether they felt as qualified
to perform their jobs as most men, the great majority felt equally
qualified, with little difference in this regard between white- and
blue-collar women:

Total
Blue-
collar

White-
collar

Not as well qualified as men 27 13 14

Just as well qualified as men 130 58 72

Better qualified then men 7 2 5

Approximately 16 percent of the total group said they did not feel
fully qualified, but about 4 percent felt that they were even better
qualified than most men for the kind of work they ware doing.

When asked if they felt handicapped in any aspect of the job,
a majority of women in both white- and blue-collar positions said
that they were not (Chart E). For both groups, the most frequently-
mentioned handicapping aspect of the job was a lack of technical
know-how. For women in blue-collar positions, a relative lack of
strength and stamina was often mentioned as a handicapping factor.
Related to lack of technical background was the lack of specific
job knowledge, which was more often mentioned by women in the white-
collar positions than by those in blue-collar jobs.

By "visibility" as a handicap, the women referred to the fact
that it was so unusual to find a female in their new jobs that
people often treated them in an unusual manner, sometimes making
it difficult to accomplish the objectives of the job. The handicap
labeled "working with people" was related to the visibility category.
Several of the women in managerial positions reported that some
subordinates did not treat them in a relaxed and normal manner, as
they probably would have treated a male supervisor.
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Chart E. Handicaps in the Job, as Perceived by the Target Women
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When asked if they felt that their sex gave them any advantages
in carrying out their jobs, about 20 percent of the women mentioned
some specific advantage. In several cases, the woman indicated that
she had much inure relevant experience before being appointed to her
present job than did most male appointees. In other instances, the
woman felt that she could obtain cooperation more readily than could
a comparable male in that particular job. This was likely to be
true, for example, in a position that required dealing with
obstreperous customers.

Closely related to the question about handicaps was the
question dealing with aspects of the job which men typically performed
but the women did not. Most women in both groups maintained that the
men performed no aspects of the job that they, as women, did not
perform:

Blue- White-
Total collar collar

:o differences 129 59 70

Men have more responsibility 29 14 15

Women not included in some
meetings 4 1 3

Women excluded from some
had assignments 18 9 9

Women perform some clerical
tasks, men don't 5 1 4

Women given more responsibility 10 2 8

For those that did mention some differences, the most frequently-cited
item was that the men were given more responsibility than the women
had. However, 10 of the women interviewed, including eight in the
white-collar group, cited some responsibility which they had that the
men were not given.

The category labeled "excluded from some bad assignments" usually
referred to tasks which it may have been more dangerous or in some
ways more undesirable for a woman than a man to carry out. For
example, blue-collar women who had outside jobs may have been excluded
from routes in the ghetto areas of a large city. However, only some of
the companies made such exceptions; in most firms, the women maintained,
and their managers corroborated, that they took their turns at exactly
the same kinds of routes that the men were asked to take.



With regard to white-collar positions, the "excluded" category
sometimes referred to travel assignments which men were more likely
to be given than women, or to assignments which dealt with the public
where it was anticipated that the persons to be contacted could

become abusive. In one, case, a professional woman expressed some
concern that the company might not consider her for certain promotions,

because such jobs would require travel with male peers. In two or
three cases, female engineers said that they were not given some of the
dirty and more dangerous assignments. Again, however, this was company-

specific. In many firms, a concerted effort seemed to be made to insure
that the assignments given to the women in formerly-male jobs were not
different in any way from assignments given the men.

DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCED
BY THE WOMEN

The majority of the women interviewed admitted that they did
experience some difficulties in the job that most men did not

experience. This was more likely to be true for women in blue-collar
jobs, where n7 percent mentioned some difficulty, than for women in
white-collar jobs, where 52 percent said that they experienced some
difficulties that men do not. The most frequently-mentioned problem
encountered by women in blue-collar jobs was the harassment they
took from male peers (Chart F). A few women maintained that some
men were so resentful about their moving into traditionally -male jobs

that they went,so far as to sabotage some of their work. The

reactions of most men were not this drastic, but they could prove to

be annoyitv nevertheless.

A number of women in blue-collar jobs maintained .that the men
very frequently helped each other with difficult assignments, but would

rarely help a woman in similar circumstances. The women felt that the

men were hoping that they would fail. In these conditions, it is not

surprising that the failure rates of women in such jobs were sometimes
higher than the for men. In fact, it seemed remarkable that the
success rate for women in many of the traditionally-male blue-collar

jobs was actually as high as it was. The women who stuck with such jobs

seemed to exhibit an unusual amount of determination and perseverance
under stressful conditions.
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Chart F. On-the-Job Difficulties Experienced by the Target Women
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Five of the women in professional and managerial positions also

mentioned difficulties classified under the "harassment from peers"

heading. One woman who was the only female in a group of professionals

said:

"Many times people in this group have to work together to get an

assignment done. Some of the men seem to be completely uncooper-
ative when they have to work with me. They will just forget to
give me information, or in one case a man even gave me some

wrong information. Some of them seem to be wanting to do anything
they can to show that a woman can't handle this kind of work."

Related to "harassment from peers" was the fact that supervisors

were frequently reported to show animosity toward the women, expecially

those in blue-collar jobs. They claimed that the foreman was sometimes

forced to take women into his work group even though he was very much

against the idea. According to one. woman:

"The men make it tough for me to do well, and the supervisor is

the worst. He gives me all tough assignments and he won't help

me if I have a question. He says, 'If you think you are such a
smartass and can do this kind of work, figure it out for yourself.'"

Several other women expressed similar difficulties with their supervisors.

The most frequently mentioned difficulty for women in professional

and managerial positions was the lack of respect shown by other employees.

This complaint was seldom made with regard to subordinates, but very

often the woman in either a managerial or staff position said that other

employees in the company at all levels did not always show her the same

respect they would a man in her position.

Sometimes women in managerial positions reported that others in

the company did not treat them with the same respect that they would

a male manager at the same level because of disbelief that a woman

really held such a job. For example, one woman who was in a much

higher level management position than was ever held by women in her

company in the past, described some of the difficulties she had in

dealing with people both within and outside the company:

"I sometimes get a little irritated with the frequent reactions of

disbelief when I'm dealing with people who cannot seem to comprehend

the fact that I actually am the District Manager. They think that

I must be a clerk who has misunderstood their request to talk to

the manager. At first I was flattered by these reactions, but now
they are getting a bit annoying."



The difficulty labeled "visibility" is closely related to thelack of respect category. A number of women in both blue- and white-collarpositions felt that their job was made more difficult by the factthat people reacted to them in a strange manner--that is, others foundit so strange to have a woman in the target job that they did not dealwith the job incumbent in the same way that they would have dealt witha man.

Thesc situations, like many of the other difficulties whichwomen described, may be temporary phenomena. In fact, many of thewomen in management positions said that a transition was already takingplace, that most men who might have found it difficult and awkward towork with a woman manager were now beginning to behave in a normal andrelaxed manner in meetings and other interactions.

Difficulties with the physical demands of the job and withharassment from the public were experienced almost exclusively bywomen in blue-collar jobs. Physical difficulties usually involvedthe need to lift heavy toads or having to work with heavy tools andequipment.

Harassment front the public referred in the majority of casesto the negative reaction on the part of the public to the fact thatthe woman was carrying out a "man's job." One woman drove a truck inher work and came into contact with the public in carrying out manyAssignments, said:

"Some people show resentment of the fact that I am in a man'sjob to the point of really being nasty. The women are worsethan the men. They act like I am stealing money from families
by having this good-paying job that men usually have."

In a number of cases, the women in blue-collar jobs that entailed
contacts with the public reported that they were quite often
"propositioned" by men. Not all of the women who reported being
propositioned by men in their jobs complained about it, so it wasnot classified as a difficulty. In some cases, the women who
reported experiences of this kind seemed to find the men's advances
more flattering than annoying, and just laughed about it as theydescribed their experiences.

In summary, it seemed to the interviewers that the women in
traditionally -male jobs frequently experienced difficulties whichwould make it much harder for them to perform effectively than wouldhe true for a man in the same job. These difficulties seemed to beserious enough in F3me blue-collar jobs to make it almost impossiblefor a woman to succeed. In fact, in companies which did not have



much success in using women in formerly all-male jobs, the problems

seemed to stem more often from the unusual difficulties faced by the

women in the jobs than from any lack of ability to perform the tasks

involved.

HELP GIVEN TO THE WOMEN

Most of the women felt that they had been given no more or less

help than men were given in the same jobs.

Blue- White-

Total collar collar

Given more help 36 20 16

No more-no less 102 38 65

Given less help 25 15 10

This response was even more typical for those in the blue-collar
jobs, but about 22 percent of these women felt they had been given
more help than comparable men in the same jobs. However, about

15 percent said that they were given less help than the men.

Among the women in white-collar jobs, those given less help
usually said this was because they had had more experience in the
department before being appointed to their present position than was

true for most men. On the other hand, the women in the blue-collar
jobs who said that they were given less help than the men almost
invariably attributed this to the fact that the men in the work group,
including the supervisor, felt that they were intruding in the man's

work world.

ATTITUDES OF MALE EMPLOYEES
TOWARD THE WOMEN

Quite clearly, the women in white-collar positions were much
more likely to be accepted by male employees than was the case for

women in blue-collar jobs (Chart G). For example, 15 of the women
in blue-collar jobs who were interviewed reported that the men showed

strong resentment of the fact that women were in the jobs. (This

category on the scale was defined as resentment so strong that it

actually interfered with the woman's work.) One blue-collar woman

described her situation like this:
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Chart G. Attitudes of Male Employees Toward the Target Women
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"I feel set up as an example. Tf T'm late, the whole group is

punished. Theu lhu tell the group this, so the

guys get down on me. The supervisor gives me extra work so the

other guys don't want to work with me, and he won't help when I

ask questions. The guys don't include me in breaks or going

out to lunch. I'm considering going into a lower classification

just because of the pressure and hassles I've been getting."

Another woman commented on some negative attitudes that she feels

are justified:

"What they resent is when the company hands people jobs. I've

seen females allowed to bypass certain craft tests, for example.

It's not fair to push women into jobs when a lot of people don't

get a chance."

At the other end of the scale, 36 of the women in white-collar

jobs felt that their male working associates showed no resentment. A

few others said that the men accepted them, but it seemed that their

acceptance primarily reflected their awareness of the company's equal

opportunity commitments. (As Chart G shows, this reaction was less

frequently encountered in the women in blue-collar jobs.) One woman

in her early thirties who is now in a higher-level management job thLa

was previously attainable by women, described the attitudes of male

employees toward her new job's status in this way:

"Most men have been very accepting of my success because they

understand the goals of the Equal Opportunity Program. While

they may actually resent the competition that women now give them,

they don't show this outwardly. Actually, I believe that to some

degree it's like they are chasing ghosts. When the ghosts

become a reality, they aren't so terrible as they thought they

would be."

The most frequently reported reaction on the part of men was that

they initially showed resentment toward newly-appointed women in their

job categories, but that this resentment soon wore off and the men

became accepting.

Some women reported that even the manag.:r who had promoted them

showed signs of resenting the woman's move into a formerly all-male

job, an attitude that was usually attributed to the possibility that

he had felt constrained to promote the women because of the equal

opportunity program. This lack of acceptance could be shown in subtle

ways. For example, a woman who had been promoted to a much higher-level

staff job than had previously been held by women, described her

supervisor's behavior:
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"Despite the fact that my boss actually promoted me to my new job,
he doesn't seem to fully accept my status at the new level. He
seems to be somewhat strained when lie deals with me on business
matters. lie seems to expect me to do my own typing because I
formerly waq a secretary, when he would never think of asking the
men at my level to do their own typing. I feel that he would
never approve if T went out to get a .up of coffee with a personI am discussing a problem with, or if I went to lunch with a
client; but the men don't hesitate at all to do this."

It is possible, of course, that this woman's evaluation of her boss's
attitudes could he in error. When she was asked by the interviewerif she had ever actually tested the boss by going out for coffee or
lunch with a client, she admitted she would be afraid to try it.

Another woman said that she had no problems with her ownsupervisor, but that managers up the line from her boss seemed threat-ened by 1..r being in a man's job. She said:

"My boss has been great about the fact that I am doing a man's job.
But his boss and other managers at that level seem to be antagon-istic. They don't seem to like the idea that women are starting
to move into their territory."

ATTITUDES OF OTHER
FEMALE EMPLOYEES

The attitudes of other female employees toward the target womencould not be classified on a simple scale from very accepting to
strong resentment, as was true for the male attitudes. The predominantreaction of other women was positive, as might be expected (Chart H).Of the other reactions, most of which could probably be considered atleast partly negative, it is interesting to note that equal numbers of
women in blue-collar and white-coil;:ar positions reported that otherwomen reacted with envy or jealousy r.o their moving into a man's worldof work. A related reaction, much more often reported by women in
blue-collar jobs. was that other female employees thought they were"crazy" to want to move into what had been a traditionally -male job.This usually meant that the wmen felt the new job role was so
incompatible with ferinine abilities and interests that any woman whowould want a job of that kind must be a little crazy.

The seven women who reported that other women reacted withapprehension were all managers who felt that their new subordinatesof the same sex were somewhat concerned about how they were going tohe treated by a fe'iale boss. Several women in managerial jobsspeculated that some women might not like to work for a female
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Chart H. Attitudes of Other Female Employees Toward the
Target Women
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supervisor because they are afraid they will not be able to control herin the same way that they can control a man. They said that many
women felt that they had Learned to manipulate men, but did not expect,
these techniques to work with a female boss. Looking at it from theother direction, one female manager commented that she finds it moredifficult to work with women than men. She felt that she might beprejudiced against women herself.

A significant number of white-collar women reported that otherwomen reacted negatively to their having taken a traditionally-malejob. A typical reaction in this category was described by one womanas follows:

"Among the people I used to work with, the men have generally beenmore accepting of my success than the women. The women actuallyseem to resent the fact that I have been given this chance.They often refer to someone like myself who has been promoted tolevels that were formerly available only to men, as 'one of the
numbers."'

Sometimes the negati reactions of other women were attributedonly to certain types of women. For example, one woman in describing
the attitudes of other women employees said:

"The younger women in the office seem to have been very pleased atseeing me get the opportunities I've had. On the other hand, manyof the older women seem to resent my success. They seem to be
thinl.ing 'Why should she be getting these kinds of opportunities,
when I never had them?"'

In summary, however, it should be emphasized again that the majorityof other women in the companies studied reacted positively to the factthan one of their own sex was promoted into a job which hitherto had
been reserved almost exclusively for men.

PAY COMPARISONS

Almost all of the women in blue-collar jobs (69 out of 73) saidthat their pay was the same as that of men in the same work:

Don't know

Total
Blue-
collar

White-
collar

9 0

Definitely less 7 2 5

Probably less-not sure 15 2 13

The same 129 69 60

Probably more-not sure 4 0 4

149
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Only two women thought their pay was definitely less than men got in
the same jobs and two others thought it was "probably less." Most of

the women in blue-collar positions were in unionized groups where the
contract called for equal pay for equal work.

In the white-collar jobs, there seemed to be a little more
ambiguity about pay comparisons. Nine of the women said that they didn't
know how their pay compared to that of men. Five felt that they
definitely were being paid less than comparable men and 13 felt that
their pay was "probably less" than that of men. On the other hand,
four of tae women in professional or managerial positions felt that
their pay was probably higher than that of comparable men because of
the need for catch-up dictated by an equal employment opportunity
settlement.

SATISFACTION WITH CAREER PROGRESS

When asked how satisfied they were with their career progress in
the company to date, the great majority of the women expressed some
degree of satisfaction:

Total

Blue-
collar

White-
collar

Not sure 4 4 0

Definitely dissatisfied 14 7 7

Not entirely satisfied 27 12 15

Fairly well satisfied 63 37 26

Very satisfied 56 13 43

The women in the white-collar positions were much more positive in that

a much higher percentage of them felt that they were "very satisfied"

with their career progress in the company.

The reasons for expressing dissatisfaction differed by collar-

color. Frequently, the dissatisfaction of the blue-collar women was

attributed to the fact that they were not being promo red as fast as

the men within their job classifications. Others in clue- collar jobs

expressed dissatisfaction because they disliked the job very much,

yet felt trapped because they would suffer a great loss in pay if they

were to move into any other kind of work.
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Among the white-collar women who expressed dissatisfaction, severalsaid that the recent recession had slowed their progress. In a few cases,dissatisfaction was expressed because the women felt that their promotionswere due only to the equal
opr,ortunity program, and nor because themanagement people responsible for the promotions truly respected and hadconfidence in their capabilities.

APPRAISAL OF FrruRE OPPORTUNITIES

The women's perceptions of
what less favorable than their satisfaction

their future opportunities

with progress

Blue-
Total collar

were some-
already achieved:

k4hite-

collar

No opinion
5 5 0

Not sure
18 10 8

Not very good 45 23 22

Fairly good 53 26 27

Very good
37 9 28

Extremely good
5 0 5

Very often, this lack of optimism about the future was attributed tothe business recession. In some companies there was a hiring freeze,and the turnover rate had dropped to practically zero; consequently,there was relatively little upward movement within the ranks.

Some women gave other reasons for pessimism about the future. Afew of those in white-collar positions felt they had been placed in"deadend" jobs, while others thought their companies were unwilling topromote women beyond a certain point. Some noted that most of the menwho are now upper-level managers had considerably more technical back-ground than women who are currently moving through the ranks. Oneprofessional woman who seemed extremely competent mentioned the absenceof career development programs or career paths in her company. She feltthat a man with potential in her position would have had more exposure toa wide variety of experiences. A few blue-collar women were pessimisticbecause many of the jobs on which they could bid were unattractive tothem.
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As a group, the white-collar women were considerably more posit=ive
about future opportunities than were women in blue-collar positions.

Many who had unexpectedly achieved high-level professional or managerial

positions were very optimistic about their future careers in the company.
The five women who rated their future opportunities as "extremely goal"

felt they were much more likely to have opportunities to progress up the
ladder than were comparable male employees.

Again, when the women were asked about their career aspirations

in the company, the women in white-collar positions were much more

hopeful than blue-collar women. Sixty-five percent (59 of 91) of the

women in white-collar positions expected to progress two levels or

mere (table 1). Ten of these women thought that it was very realistic

to expect to be an officer of the company at some future date.

In the blue-collar ranks, many of the women felt that it was

unrealistic to expect to advance very much, because the next rung

in the laider was the foreman's job. They said it was hard enough for

the men to accept women as co-workers; to expect them to tolerate a

female supervisor seemed out of the question. On the other hand, some

of the interviews with the foremen revealed that the supervisor did

not consider it unlikely that the woman could be appointed to such a

position. (As a matter of fact, some of the women classified here as

"white-collar" because of their "exempt" status, were actually-blue-

collar supervisors.)

PROBLEMS OFF THE JOB

About half the women interviewed indicated that their new job

roles had caused no problems at all in their outside life (Chart I).

Of those who did mention such problems, the difficulty most frequetly

referred to was with the husband or a male friend--but the nature

of these problems was usually different for blue-collar as opposed to

white-collar women.

For women in blue-collar jobs, problems with a husband or male

friend were most likely to stem from the fact that the woman was working

in groups composed almost entirely of men. In some instances, the

husband or man involved was concerned that the woman would be subject to

sexual advances from her male working associates. In other cases, they

were afraid that male working associates might abuse the women because

of their resentment of the presence of women in their work groups. A

related concern was the fear that women whose jobs required them to

come into contact with the public might be propositioned or even abused by

other men.
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TABLE 1. CAREER ASPIRATIONS OF THE WOMEN INTERVIEWED

Total
Blue-
collar

White-
collar

No definite plans 37 25 12

Leave the company 17 9 8

Get into other work 15 11 4

Stay in same job 16 8 8

Progress at least 1 level 38 14 24

Progress at least 2 levels 30 5 25

Progress several levels 11 1 10

Totals 164 73 91
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Chart I. Target Women's Experience of Off-the-Job Problems
Related to Their New Job Roles
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Their concerns also had to do with the woman being in a higher
classification than the husband or male friend. Some blue-collar
women were experiencing conflict over this issue, while others expressedfears that their husbands or men friends would react negatively in thefuture if they got promotions or moved into higher classifications.

Another issue that came up was the feeling of some of the blue-
collar women that it was hard to perform all the traditional femaletasks in addition to their new jobs, which were more physically
demanding than clerical work. Husbands still expected them to clean
house, fix meals, and do the normal "wifely" chores.

For women in white-collar positions, their problems almost
invariably stemmed from jealousy on the part of the male partner that
the woman had achieved as much success as she had. Until it becomes
more commonplace for women to hold high-level professional or
managerial positions, traditional norms about appropriate roles for
women vis-a-vis men will undoubtedly cause problems.

This was true for approximately 20 percent of the women in white-
collar jobs. However, it was also true that many women interviewed
said that their promotions had caused no problems at all with their
husbands; in fact, they often said that their husbands were very proud
of the progress they had made. But when queried further, the majority ofthese women admitted that the husband's position-level was still well
above theirs or that the husband was in a different professional fieldand did not feel in any way competitive with his wife.

One woman's description of problems her unexpected promotionshave caused in her outside life is rather typical for those who
mentioned problems with husbands:

"My new job was definitely a primary cause of the break-up of mymarriage. We seemed to have a pretty good marriage. When I
first started to get promotions, my husband was proud of me. But
as time went on, he began to show that he was actually jealous.
He never said this, but he began to deride me as a 'libber' and
started to make derogatory cracks about 'career women,' and the
like. Then he began to pressure me to quit working even though
that had never ever been mentioned before. We always assumed
that I would always work, and he knew that I always identified
very strongly with my work and liked what I was doing very much.
Evidently he would have preferred that I stay as a more dependent,
submissive wife. My success was a real threat to him."
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Another woman in a much higher-paying job than was customary for
women to hold in the past, indicated that she did not now have a
problem with her husband, but possibly could have in the future. She

said:

"My husband accepts my situation pretty well now, but his nose
would really be out of joint if I started to make more money
than he does. Luckily, he now has a good-paying job and makes
more than I do. But that could change and I may be in trouble
then."

On the other hand, a cumber of women mentioned that they had no
problems at all with their husbands. One said that her spouse was
supportive and flexible and that her job had enhanced their relationship.
Another woL made a point that she was making more money than her
husband, "but he hasn't complained yet." Several women commented that
their husbands were very considerate and helpful at home.

Some of the single women also had problems with men friends. One
who was in a very high level management job for her sex and age described
her off-the-job problems this way:

"Sometimes a new man I am dating is really taken aback when he
finds out the level of my job and the fact that I supervise lots
of men. Often it seems to have a decided effect op the fellow's
attitude toward me. He begins to treat me in a strained way and
seems to be uncomfortable with me. So far the rewards of the job
offset this negative effect on my social life, but I sometimes
wonder if that will always be the case."

Women in blue-collar jobs iomtimes described a similar problem
with a slightly different twist. One woman in a craft-type occupation
where the pay was about twice as much as she had made in her previous
clerical jobs said:

"I've lost a couple of old boy friends who resented the money I
was making and the fact that I have taken a job away from a man.
For some reason, they seemed to act like it is indecent for a
girl to make the same kind of pay the men make."

The four women who said their job caused some problems with
children usually referred to perceived child neglect or to the problem
of having to tzke time off when the children were sick. One woman
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recounted a different problem with regard to children, however. Shehad not only achieved a very high-level management position in her
career, but had also raised a family of five children. She described
some of the problems she has had with this dual role as follows:

"I think that being a working mother definitely affects the child-
ren. There has to be some neglect if the job demands up to 60hours of work a week. Then I think you always have the problem
of the children being over-indulged, probably because of the
feelings of guilt one has about neglecting them so much of the
time. Actually, I think that the over-indulging has worse effectsthan neglect."

Problems with parents, which were most often referred to by
blue-collar women, sometimes stemmed from the fact that the woman
was violating a cultural norm by holding a man's job. In other cases,
the parents did not like the hours of work or the dangers involved in
some outside jobs.

Problems with friends for the blue-collar women were also likely
to be somewhat different from those encountered by women in white-collarjobs. Some of the women in blue-collar jobs had lost friends because theirhours of work did not correspond t., those of their acquaintances. Forthe white-collar women, problems were likely to stem from the fact thatthey had moved up the job ladder to levels well beyond those of any oftheir former friends. A woman promoted to a high management level
described some of the problems this had caused with old friends, both
within and outside the company:

"I have lost contact with most of the friends I had before I
started getting promotions into management positions. I have
risen beyond the level of these persons in both status, and
especially in salary, so that they seemed to be strained or
guarded when they were with me. I guess they considered me tobe out of their league. Some old friends seemed to be envious
to the point of resenting my success. Some people who were very
supportive and encouraging at first have done an aboutface now.They actually seem to be threatened by my success."

Those conflicts classified as "psychological problems" covereda variety of situations. For women in the blue-collar jobs, continual
harassment from their male co-workers sometimes caused undesirabletensions and those on rotating shifts indicated that they always felt
tense and tired because of the interruption of their n,rmal sleep-cycle.(These irritating effects of rotating shift schedules have been
experienced by most men as well.)
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For women in white-collar occupations, psychological problems
were commonly caused by having been thrown into jobs for which they
did not feel fully qualified. As one woman expressed it:

"Being on a management training program, I am often given an
assignment that I am obviously not qualified to handle. Some-
times it might involve supervising a bunch of men. While they
usually understand that this is a training assignment for
I'm always coping, trying to survive. It's very wearing
psychologically. Sometimes I find myself questioning my own
femininity."

Another female manager supervising men with more technical knowledge
and background than she had expressed similar feelings:

"I work long, hard hours and spend a lot of time thinking about
work even when I'm at home. I occasionally get depressed and
question my ability. I worry about whether I'm doing a good
job, even while I'm pushing myself relentlessly."

Another kind of psychological problem mentioned by several white-
collar women had to do with conflict between personal and professional
goals. One woman in het late twenties was trying to make a decision
about whether to have children. She didn't want to give up her career
because she was getting a lot of satisfaction from her work, yet she
wasn't sure whether she could entrust her child to child-care
professionals. Another young woman who was in a relatively high-level
management position, especially for her age, mentioned that she has
become more intolerant of men with traditional ideas about women. She

wondered if she has become too hard on men and thus narrowed the field
of potential partners with whom she could share her life.
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IN THE COMPANY

The women in white-collar jobs were
problems with old associates within the company:

most likely to mention

Blue- White-
Total collar collar

No problems 104 43 61

Lost old friends 18 4 14

Loneliness, lack of
companionship on the job

8

Difficult transition
from peer to boss

10 0 10

Droblems with superiors 1 1 0

!lany or the blue-collar women had been hired from outside the
comp:_ny and therefore had no previous working associates in the firm.
And even among the women in the white-collar jobs, the great majority
said they had no significant problems.

Of the women who did mention some problem, the most frequent
category was the loss of old friends. Closely related to this was the
loneliness that their new job entailed.

':omen in another company who had experienced similar problems
pr::anized a mutual support-group of women who had been promoted to
levels previously unattainable. They met from time to time, organized
lahcheon meetings and evening social events to provide for associations
of persons at similar jobs and educational levels.

Ten of the women in managerial positions mentioned the fact that
the transition from being a member of a work group to being the boss
has been very difficult for them. They feel somewhat awkward now in
having to supervise former associates. On the other hand, some
supervisors said that they had always avoided socializing with work
colleai.aes, even before their promotions.

One 'clue- collar woman who worked in an otherwise all-male group
felt that the sole conflict between her job and her role as a friend
)f other employees, had to do with the reaction of her co-worker's
wives:

"At an office party the wives wouldn't let their husbands
even talk to me. They saw me as a threat."
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The issue of attraction between male and female co-workers also
came up as a problem with white - collar women. One manager commented
tnat the attraction between herself and some of her male peers became
such a hindrance to working together that she decided to eliminate
social contacts with fellow employees. A professional woman who travels
occasionally with male colleagues has found it necessary to clarify the
nature of the relationships and keep everything on a business footing.

This was one of the few areas in the interviews with the target
women where the responses obtained by the female interviewer were
significantly different from those obtained by the male interviewer.
For some reason, the women seemed more likely to tell the female inter-
viewer about such problems as loneliness, the difficulties of super-
vising former associates, and the like. Of the 23 womei who recounted
difficulties of these kinds, 19 mentioned them to the female interviewer
cnd only four talked about such problems with the male interviewer.

APPROACHES USED BY BLUE-COLLAR WOMEN
TO ENHANCE THEIR EFFECTIVENESS

From the standpoint of this study, the most important
question asked of the women interviewed concerned the approaches or
behaviors they had found to be effective in carrying out their ?rly-

male jobs. As might be expected, the responses differed by cc ;dr-

color.

Among blue-collar women, the most frequently mentioned approach
was to "try to learn the job as best one can in order to be technically
competent" (table 2). This was seen as a critical need for two reasons.
In the first place, many of the women confessed that they were at a
disadvantage, compared with men, in their lack of preparation for the
jobs, which often required some technical knowledge or experience which
men were more likely to have than women. Secondly, the women very often
felt that they were on the spot, in that the men would be looking for
inadequacies in their ability to do the work. Therefore, in order to
insure that they would not make mistakes and look bad to their male
working associates, many of them telt that they had to make an extra
effort to learn the job as well as possible. In addition, several

felt that women seem more proud of their work and mole interested in
doing a good job than men.

The second most frequently mentioned approach was to "ignore the

harassment of male working associates. It is interesting to note,
however, that the data obtained by the two interviewers on this item
differed significantly. The male interviewer had recorded this item
as an approach taken by the women in blue-collar jobs in 24 out of the

total of 26 cases where this was mentioned. It is difficult to explain
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TABLE 2. APPROACHES USED BY WOMEN IN BLUE-COLLAR JOBS TO ENHANCE
THEIR EFFECTIVENESS

Act natural--do nothing different

Don't try to be one of the boys

Try to be one of the boys

Learn the job well--become technically competent

Work hard--do more than own share

Maintain friendly, cooperative attitude

React courteously to taunts and harassing

Ignore harassment by the men

61

Number of
mentions

9

4

4

27

23

23

9

26



the reason for this difference. Either the women felt that it was more
appropriate Lo mention ti,e need to ignore harassment from male
associates to the male interviewer, or the interviewer himself was more
sensitive to any indication that the women were behaving in this way.

A similar be tvior or approach, mentioned by nine of the women,
was to react court ously, rather than antagonistically, to the taunts
and harassing of !tale working associates. Several of the women said
that they had used this strategy right from the start and had found that
the taunts and harassing soon died out. In other cases, the women con-
fessed to having learned this lesson with experience.

Another frequently-mentioned approach was to "work very hard--try
to more than my share of the work." Many of the 14omen seemed to feel
that in order to prove themselves and to gain accep%.nce of the men,
they had to do more work than would have been required of a man. They
felt that the men were very sensitive to any indication that the women
might be doing less work than the men.

Many of the women mntioned the !m-:,%!_ance of mal-tainirr a
friendly and cooperative attitude on ;c.b, wLether or not they were
referring to harassment by the men. ' latively few of them, however,
(four in all) felt that it was avisable Lo try to be one of the boys.
In fact, one woman said:

"I found that the worst thing I could do was to try
to be one of the boys. The men just are not going
to accept me as one of them. When I tried that and
teased them or used the same kind of language they
did, I just got hassled unmercifully I found that
I just have to ignore them as best I can and do my
own work and mind my own business to get along."

A few blue-collar women felt that the key to their success had
nothing to do with any particular approaches, but was mainly due to
the positive attitude of their supervisors. Others said that the only
thing that kept them going was "a strong mental attitude."

APPROACHES USED BY WHITE-COLLAR
WOMEN TO ENHANCE THEIR EFFECTIVENESS

The approach most frequently mentioned by white-collar women (and
this applied almost exclusively to women in managerial positions) was to
avoid authoritarianism (table 3). Many of the women said they either
felt intuitively or learned through experience that it was not advisable
to treat subordinates in a "bossy" manner. They felt that it was easier
for a male supervisor to use that approach and still be effective than
it was for a woman. All of the target women in supervisory or
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TABLE 3. APPROACHES USED BY WOMEN IN WHITE-COLLAR JOBS TO ENHANCE
THEIR EFIECTIVENESS

Number of
mentions

Act natural--do nothing different
13

Avoid an authoritarian approach
32

Maintain air of confidence, assurance 21

Use the participative approach
18

Treat people as individuals--be sensitive 23
to differences, etc.

Use femininity to advantage

Learn the job well--become technically competent

Work hard--do more than own share

Be more helpful and considerate of subordinates
than most male supervisors are

63

6

27

14

19



managerial positions supervised at least some men. they either expected,
or found through experience, that men would find it difficult to take
orders prom a woman. Several women also said that they typically gave
more background information and explanation along with an order than
thEy had found male supervisors to do in the past.

Even women in jobs that did not entail managing others sometimes
reported that an authoritarian manner seemed to lessen their effective-
ness. For example, a relatively young woman in a much higher-level
staff job than was traditionally achieved by women described her
experience as follows:

"I have found that in meetings with men, I can not
take as dominant position on an issue as many of the
men do. If I come on strong, the men often seem to
react defensively and emotionally, and then I cannot
achieve my goal with regard to that issue."

Along the same lines, another professional woman said:

"I try to hold back on my intelligence and
aggressiveness in order not to put people off."

It is reasonable to assume that reactions of this kind will
gradually change as it becomes more common to find women, in the higher-
level management positions.

Eighteen women also said that they made a special effort to use
a participative approach in managing others. That is, they involved
subordinates in decision-making, delegated responsibility, gave their
people a lot of information about what was going on in the organization,
explained orders given or decisions made, held group meetings from time
to time, and took other actions of the kind that are usually associated
with the participative approach to managing.

A somewhat different approach, equally often mentioned, was to
"maintain an air of confidence and assurance." Many of the women felt
that they had to make it very clear that they were in charge and that
they knew what they were doing. They felt that any show of weakness
or doubt along this line might result in their losing control of the
group.

In general, it appeared that women were very often finding that
it was more important for them to use the kinds of managerial practices
that management training experts consider desirable than it was for the
'"rn. This was not necessarily because the women had been given any
.,.pervisory training (which was the exception rather than the rule);
rather, they seemed to realize intuitively, or to learn from experience,
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that such practices as avoiding authoritarianism and using the partici-
pative approach were effective. Similar approved behaviors of this kind
were to ":rent people as individuals--be sensitive to individual
differences," etc. Many of the women also felt that being more helpful
and considerate of subordinates than most male supervisors assisted them
in being an effective leader of the group.

White-collar women mentioned a much greater variety of behaviors
or approaches than blue-collar women. Several of the white-collar women,
for example, mentioned that they were very careful to be as fair as
possible in the way they treat all of their subordinates, showing no
favoritism between the male and female members of their work group.
Relatively few of the women said that they used their femininity co
advantage in getting work done--and of the six who did admit to ing
this behavior, five reported it to the male interviewer and only one
to the female interviewer.

One supervisor felt that her interest in sports and cars and the
traditionally-male topics of conversation had made it easier for her to
get along informally with men. Another woman mentioned that it helped
to be comfortable and at ease with a group of men; she has tried just to
forget she's a woman. A third white-collar woman admitted to feeling
handicapped by the lack of informal communication with the men in the
office. At first, she had avoided the office scuttlebut, the card-playing
and discussions of sporting el.ents; then she realized that a lot of
important communication goes on in such sessions.

Two of the categories listed in table 3 are the same as those
coded for the blue-collar women. One of these, which was mentioned
second most often, was to "learn the job as well as possible--to become
technically competent." As Tith the women in blue-collar jobs, many of
the women in professional or managerial jobs felt that they could not
afford to make many mistakes because of their visibility. Therefore,
they felt that they probably worked harder than most men to learn all
aspects of the job and minimize the possibilities of making poor
decisions or costly errors.

On the other hand, a number of women also mentioned the importance
of being absolutely honest if they did not have the background knowledge
or experience to make a decision, They found that it was essential that they
not try to bluff their way in such a situation. Several women said that
they used the knowledge and experience of their subordinates, rather than
trying to m,Ke decisions by themselves in areas where they did not have
as much technical background as some of the people in their work groups.
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Like some of the women in blue-collar jobs, a number of the profes-
sional and managerial women said that they probably worked harder at the
job than most men would in a similar role. Often they attributed the
need for this approach to their visibility, but also related it to their
neeu to learn the job as well as possible in order to become technically
competent. As one woman put it in explaining the need to do her best:

"Since I am the first female to he promoted to this level
of management, I feel I have to be a 'Jackie Robinson' in
order to make it easier for other women to move into jobs
of this kind."
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COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE RATINGS
AND SEX-ROLE CHARACTERIZATIONS

Two other -.2asures were derived from the interview data to gain
insight into additional factors which might facilitate the integrationof women into traditionally-male jobs. One measure was a job performance
rating, which was constructed from several sources for women for whom wehad interview data. The second measure was a crude index of masculinity-
femininity-androgyny constructed for women for whom we had descriptions
of "effective job behaviors" from the respective woman herself and atleast two other persons in the manager, peer, and subordinate groups.
Both of these measures could be constructed for a total of 52 women9/

29/ With regard to the job performance measure, all of the 52 women
had been evaluated by two or more other employees on a scale from one to
five, ranging from "doing an excellent job" to "doing very poorly." Ingeneral, there was fairly good agreement in the ratings assigned by the
different interviewees. The mean of all ratings on each woman was cal-culated to yield a composite index of performance. The distribution ofthese ratings did not vary significantly from the distributions of ratingsfound through separate analyses of manager, peer, and subordinate data onthe performance of target women. About half of the 52 women had composite
performance ratings in the middle category of the three-point scale--thatis, they were rated as "doing a good job." About a quarter of the women's
mean ratings reflected excellence in performance, while the other quarterreceived a composite rating that indicated they were "not doing as well asmost men."

Th,2 measure of sex-role characterization was .nstruc. d in a
slightly more complex fashion. Responses to the question on effective
behaviors of target women were characterized for each of the 52 femalesand at least two other employees who worked with the respective woman.
The descriptions of behavior were analyzed according to their stereo-
typed "masculinity," "femininity," or "neutrality." Behaviors that
seem consistent with traditionally-masculine

personality characteristics
were rated as "masculine," while

approaches consistent with traditionally-
feminine qualities were categorized as "feminine."
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For each of the 52 women, therefore, at least four behavioral
descriptions were available from different sources which could be
classified as masculine or feminine. A composite index of sex role
characterization was constructed for each of them, based on their
behaviors described by themselves, managers, peers and/or subordinates.
Women were categorized as predominantly masculine if all their ratings,
ot. all but one, were classified as masculine. They were classified as
predominantly feminine if all their behaviors, or all but one, were
categorized as feminine. Any woman who had at least two masculine
behaviors and two feminine behaviors mentioned by herself or others
was classified as androgynous. Some women had as many as 12 behaviors
coded, but the average number was seven. Those with less than four
"codable" behaviors were not classified.

The findings show that 63.5 percent of the women were classified
as androgynous, 15.4 percent as predominantly masculine, and 21.1 percent
as predominantly feminine. There were no significant differences in the
composite performance ratings of the three grohi.s.

Most women who are successful in traditionally-male jobs, therefore,
would appear to have in their repertoire qualities or behaviors that in
the past have been typically associated with masculinity. But these
women don't necessarily have to give up certain qualities or behavici's
that have been associated with femininity in order to do well. Inste;

many seemed to have achieved a balance of both "masculine" and "feminine"
qualities. This finding lends support to the prediction that the tradi-
tional female role conflict over achievement orientation and femininity
may disappear. Stereotyping of behaviors as masculine or feminine may
decline in the future as men and women begin to develop the full range
of human qualities while maintaining individual differences.
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V. ATTITUDES OF MANAGERS

The 102 managers interviewed can be divided into three sub-groups:

(1) those who supervised (Arectly one or more of
the target women in blue-collar jobs;

(2) those who supervised directly one or more of
the target women in white-collar jobs; and

(3) other managers concerned with the equal
opportunity program, including personnel
directors, high-level general managers, etc.

Of the total group interviewed, 36 were in the first category,
49 in the second, and 17 in the third. They ranged in age from the
early thirties to over sixty, but 82 were in their forties and fifties.
All were male.

ATTITUDES TOWARD THE EEO PROGRAM

The first question asked of the managers was how they felt about the
equal opportunity program for women. Clearly, the attitudes of managers
of white-collar women were much more positive than were attitudes of
managers and supervisors of blue-collar women (Chart J). None of the
managers of women in blue-collar jobs expressed strong approval of the
EEO program, while 22 of the 49 managers of women in white-collar jobs
did express such approval.

4 Those managers who expressed approval with reservations frequently
ulade such comments as: "It's okay if the women can do the work." or "I
think the idea is good, but we shouldn't try to go too fast.' or "We
shouldn't try to push women beyond their capabilities." Other reserva-
tions about the program had to do with particular situations:

"I'm for fair pay based on equal performance, but if I
have to choose between a male head of household and a
single female, I think the male head of household should
get preference."

"If a person can do the job, it doesn't matter what sex
they are, but I have trouble with males and females
traveling together out of town on company business."

A number of the managers who expressed favorable attitudes toward
the program also expressed an awareness of their own personal or
emotional biases, but seemed intellectually and sometimes morally
committed to treating women as equals in keeping with their professional
responsibilities:



Chart J. Managers' Attitudes Toward the EEO Program for Women
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"I believe in equality and opportunity for all
people and feel the EO program for females is long
overdue. Still, I'm guilty of preconceived notions
of what males and females can do."

"At a logical, business level, I do what has to be
done. At an emotional level, I've been socially
conditioned to think of females in a certain way.
But I know you've got to treat women fairly and
equally, just like anyone else."

This tevel of awareness among managers would seem to be potentially
beneficial to women, in that such men would be more sensitive to the ways
in which their personal feelings might influence their behavior.

Ve- after., negative reactions toward the EEO program were not
revealed '..uen a manager was asked directly how he felt about the program,
but strong negative reactions would surface later in the interview. (This
was taken into account when the respective manager's attitude toward the
program was coded.) An extreme example of this was encountered in the
case of one manager who first said that he was all for the equal oppor
tunity program, that it was long overdue, etc. Later in the interview,
when he was asked how the women were performing in the bluecollar jobs
he was supervising, he said:

"Women can't do these jobs worth a darn. In fact,
the whole idea is ridiculous. There is men's work
and there is women's work, and it just goes against
nature to try co mix them up."

Those managers whose responses were classified as "definitely
negative" supervised women in bluecollar jobs, for the most part. As
one supervisor of a group performing heavy, dirty work put it:

"The purpose may be good, but the concept is phony.
Women are being pushed into areas where they just
don't belong. The goals are unrealistic. We are
pushing too hard, and it is going to be disastrous
if we continue to work strictly on a numbers basis
and put unqualified people into critical jobs."

Another supervisor of bluecollar women said:

"Having females working in this classification has
resulted in a double standard. They can't do certain
jobs. I have to handpick the kinds of jobs they're
given and the people they work with."
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Some of the men admitted that they changed their attitude quite
decidely with experience in supervising women in blue-collar jobs. One
man expressed his experience in this way:

"When the company first started to push us into
accepting women here, we all laughed about it.
We thought the idea was ridiculous. But experi-
ence is proving that we were wrong. It is work-
ing out much better than we would have ever
guessed it would. Some of the women are really
surprising the men. We have women here who can
do more work than the men and sometimes their
work is even better than the men's."

Only two of the managers who supervised women in traditionally-
male white-collar jobs expressed strong negative reactions about the
program, but there were nine others who expressed reactions which we
classified as "somewhat negative." It was very typical of these
magers to express general approval of the idea of equalizing
opportunities for women, while indicating strong disapproval of the
way the program was being administred:

"I'm for paying someone for doing a job, but this
company has been giving out too much. It's like
stuffing kids with ice cream. When people get a
lot for nothing, they may try to hit for more.
You can't change the fact that there are differences
between men an.' women."

"I don't like the quota system. It's not being
fairly administered by the government. The real
problem is, there aren't enough women who aspire
to management. I don't think it will change.
Girls are different, period. They like to have
car doors opened for them, and they don't want
responsibility."

When attitudes toward the EEO program were correlated with age,
it appeared that, among managers of the blue-collar women, the older
men were more likely to have negative attitudes toward the program
than were the younger ones. The reverse was true among managers of
women in white-collar jobs, however. Perhaps, in this case, the
younger managers felt more threatened by the equal opportunity program,
because they expected more competition for promotions than they experi-
enced in the past.
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A number of managers were initially reluctant to answer the
question about their attitudes toward the EEO program. They often
wanted clarifications, asking "what do you mean, how do I feel...?"
Several seemed to avoid discu sing their personal feeling at first,
and instead focused on how they felt the company was doing in its
equal opportunity efforts. Eventually, however, most became more open
as the interview progressed. In fact, the interviewers were impressed
with the level of honesty and openness in most of the manager interviews,
in the expression of both strong negative feelings and complex personalreactions. Several of the managers discussed changes in their attitudesand expressed some awareness of the ways in which they continue to have
stereotypic expectations of women. Others mentioned that having
adolescent or college-age daughters had increased their sensitivity and
commitment to the changing role of women in the work-place. E/en someof the blue-collar supervisors described their feelings in a way that
indicated a gut-level struggle between their traditional ideas about
women and their current reactions to very positive experiences with
women in traditionally -male jobs.

The interviewers also observed traces of media impact on manager's
attitudes and the effects of general exposure to issues involving women'srole. In companies where there had been some "consciousness-raising"
preparation for the integration of women into traditionally-male jobs,the approach seemed to have had a positive influence on managers'
attitudes. In these firms, a concerted effort was made to avoid calling
women "girls" and to treat women in all job categories with respect.
Jokes and off-color remarks pertaining to women were not heard.

In other companies, women of all ages were called "girls," and
"secretary" stories or jokes about wcmen were told even in the female
interviewer's presence. In one of the companies where the female
interviewer handled all of the contacts and interviews, the project
seemed to be taken less seriously and given less attention than in
other companies.

!MANAGERS' ESTIMATES OF
OTHER MANAGERS' ATTITUDES

In addition to asking each manager interviewed how he felt about
the equal opportunity program for women, we asked him to estimate the
feelings of other employees at three levels: (1) high-level managers,
including executives of the company, (2) middle - level managers, and
(3) first-line managers or supervisors.

The managers interviewed felt that attitudes toward the equal
opportunity program varied with level of management (table 4). One
manager put it this way: "the attitudes of men toward women depend
entirely on where the male is sitting." Specifically, they believed
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TABLE 4. MANAGERS' ESTIMATES OF THE ATTITUDES OF OTHER MANAGERS

Highlevel Middle First line
managers managers managers

Doesn't know 25 31 34

Definitely negative 2 3 11

Somewhat negative 4 9 19

Mixed feelings 16 40 24

Generally positive 41 19 14

Stronger positive 14 0 0
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that the attitudes of managers at high and middle levels were much more
favorable than those they attributed to first-line managers. Many
said that those at the higher levels were usually strongly in favor of the
program and pushing it vr: hard because they wer not dealing first-hand
with the problems involved. 'the first-line supervisor, on the other hand,
not only has to deal very directly with the problems of integrating' women
into traditionally-male jobs, but may also feel threatened by the new
competition he is getting from the women when promotioi-ll opportunities
ar ise.

There were a few exceptions to the tendency to attribute more
favorable attitudes toward the EEO program to managers at higher levels.
Nome of the managers internmed felt that the supervisors at lower
levels were accepting the _-ram very well because of positive experi-
ences they had had with wom.f. k`lo had recently been moved into
traditionally -male jobs. On tne other hand, they felt that many managers
at hiller levels, who had had no such direct experience, were against
the idea of trying to use women in these jobs.
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ESTIMATES OF THE ATTITUDES
OF NON-MANAGERIAL EMPLOYEES

When asked to estimate how different groups 7)f non-managerial

employees felt about the equal opportunity program, about 70 percent
of the managers gave estimates concerning other male employees, but
only about 30 percent felt able to respond with regard to female
employees.

As might be expected, the managers attributed much more favorable
attitudes to female employees than they did to males (table 5). They
felt that none of the men had "strong positive" attitudes toward the
idea of integrating women into traditionally-male jobs. The most
common guess was that male employees had "mixed feelings" about the
integration program. In many cases, the non-managerial male employees
were reported to have been very much against the program when it was
first introduced, but later appeared to have shifted toward acceptance,
especially if they had worked directly with one or more women who seemed
to be very effective in the previously-male job.

One manager felt that non-managerial male employees' attitudes
usually reflected the attitudes of the managers and supervisors they
were in contact with. He expressed this idea as follows:

"There are managers in the company from tcp to bottom who
are ambivalent about affirmative action. Their lack of
commitment is affecting the charge process. The negative
attitudes of non-managerial males can be mainly attributed
to management's ambivalence, which causes slower acceptance
of females in male-oriented jobs."

As was found when managers of blue-collar employees were questioned
about their own attitudes, managers usually attributed much more tegative
attitudes to other male blue-collar employees than they did to white-
collar employees. In many cases, they attributed the negative attitudes
to the resentment that the men in blue-collar jobs felt because having
women in their work groups might mean heavier workloads for hem.

In both blue-collar and white-collar groups, the men were also said to
resent the fact that the women might get preferential treatment in
promotional decisi:-ns because of equal opportunity goals.

With regard to the marlagers' estimates of the attitudes of other
female employees, it is interesting to note that they did not attribute
positive attitudes to all the womer- They clearly believe,/ that women
were more favorably disposed toward the EEO program than were men, but
they attributed negative attitudes to a few and "mixed. feelings' to
quite a few. Several reasons were given for these alleged attitudes of

women. For example, many of the older women were said to believe that
it is unfair that young women are now getting promotions that were denied
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TABLE 5. MANAGERS' ESTIMATES OF THE ATTITUDES
OF NON-MANAGERIAL EMPLOYEES

Male

employees
Female
employees

Doesn't know
30 67

Definitely negative 16 1

Somewhat negative
11 5

Mixed feelings
33 15

Generally positive 12 8

Strong positive
0 6



to women in the past. In other cases, some female employees were

said to feel that it lowered their own status to be reporting to a
female boss or had negative feelings about the EEO program
because they were afraid that women would lose their femininity if
they moved into traditionally-masculine jobs. In a few cases, the
manager felt that some women were expressing negative attitudes
toward the program because they were jealous of the fact that
women who were willing to take the formerly-male jobs were making
much more money. Allegedly, women expressing negative attitudes
for this reason did not want to move into the male-oriented jobs
themselves, even though the jobs paid very well.

ESTInTES OF SUBORDINATES' ATTITUDES

The managers interviewed were also asked to report any reactions
they had observed of employees who had a newly-appointed female boss.
These were, of course, limited to those supervisory positions
previously filled only by men. The great majority of managers did not
feel that they could make this judgement, that they had either not
known Any such subordinates or they had not talked to any about their
feelings in this regard:

Male
employees

Female
employees

Doesn't know 30 67

Definitely negative 16 1

Somewhat negative 11 5

Mixed feelings 33 15

Generally positive 12 8

Strongly positive 0 6

Of those managers who could respond to this question, more
reported that they had observed positive reactions than had noted
negative reactions. Some of the managers who reported negative
reactions of subordinates admitted that this was not always he

result of inadequate performance on the part of the female
supervisors. Instead, they said that many subordinates, both male
and female, n acted negatively because they thought it was not
n:tural for a woman to be in a dominant role or because they felt
it demeaned their own status to have a female boss. In one or two

of these instances it appeared that the manager might be projecting
hi:; own feelings onto the subordinates whose attitudes he was
reporting.
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Mixed feelings about having a female supervisor were often
attributed to a "wait and see" attitude. In other words, managerssaid that some subordinates

were skeptical, but if the female super-visor proved to be effective, they would accept the situation graciously.In other cases, the reaction of the manager to this question was classi-fied as "mixed" if he said that some subordinates had very positivefeelings and others had negative feelings. Several managers remarkedthat the reactions of subordinates to these female supervisors weregenerally much more favorable than they had anticipated.

ESTIMATES OF THE TARGET
WOMEN'S JOB ATTITUDES

Managers were also asked to estimate how the women whu were nowin traditionally-male jobs felt about their new job roles. Theattitudes of women in white-collar jobs were felt to be much morefavorable than attitudes of those in blue-collar jobs:

Blue- White-
collar collar

Seem to like them very much 18 48

Some like them, others don't 14 8

Most women like some aspects,
dislike other aspects

3 2

Most women dislike the jobs 13 1

(rotals in this table d, not equal the number of managers
interviewed because some managers expressed no opinion.)

In estimating attitudes of women in u/ue-collar jobs, managerswould often say that the women liked the pay very much, but disliked thework itself. These responses were classified in the "dislike" categorybecause the question focused on attitudes toward the work involved inthe job.
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1,:ith regard to specific aspects of the jobs which the women were

alle,!d to either like or dislike, the managers' estimates corroborated

the opinions expressed by the target women themselves. That is, they

requentiv mentioned that the women liked the challenge, responsibility,

relative freedom involved in the jobs, as well as the new opportuni-

ties lor future promotions.

regard to "dislikes," managers also mentioned some of the

sAe fa, :ors that the women themselves had noted in their interviews.

!e,:t of the dislikes were associated with blue-collar jobs, where such

job eft,racteristics as "dirty work," "physically demanding tasks,"
unpleasant personal associations," and 1-he like, were thought to be

:mre repu;:nant to women than to men.

MANACERS' R TINCS OF THE
TA:\ PERFOMANCE

Each of the managers who supervised directly one or more of the

target women was asked to rate their performance in their new jobs.

On hAlance, their ratings appear to be remarkably high when considered

in relation to attitudes expressed by these managers about the inte-

ration program in general (Chart K). As might be expected, ratings

of women in hlue-cellar jobs were lower than those for women in white-

cc!lar p)itions: nevertheless, the managers felt that about half the

women in Hue-co liar jobs were performing very well. 'Alen they were

said *:o be performirw poorly, managers frequently attributed the poor

performance to the fact that the women had sometimes bean persuaded to

try the jobs even though they had no interest in the work itself.

A few supervisors of women in blue-collar jobs said that, although

could perform the work itself in an adequate manner, they

wonIT nevertheless rate their overall performance as poor because of

other factors. For example, one supervisor said that the woman reacted

so emotionally to the taunts and harassment of the men that she was

Absent one or two days a week. In another case, which was again very

ex,'ertion. the supervisor said that the woman could do the work but

that she would sometimes breakdown and cry when a job problem Seemed

too difficult. Needless to say, this exasperated the men. Another

e.ample was given by a supervisor as follows:

"Her problem is in getting along with men. She feels

picked on and sets herself us as a 'patsy." She's

been the object of a lot of practical jokes and is

generally not accepted. She also argues too much with

guys who khow more than she does. But her poor perfor-

ance has to do with her personality, not her ability."
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Chart K. Managers' Rating of the Target Women's Performance
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In describing the performance of the Yl'ae-collar women who were
rated as performing very well, the supervisors frequently attributed
this to a positive attitude toward work. !'lanv of the women were said

to be much more conscientious than most men, and wr,'(ed much harder to

prove that they could do the work well. In genera women who worked
-in a diligent and conscientious manner usually won the respect of

their supervisors, e'en if there were some as;.cts of the jobs where they

were handicapped technically or physically.

1N'hite-collar managers were almost always very pleay,.d with the

performance of the women in formerly-male jobs. It was not unusual for

the manager to remark that the womi' 1 on these jobs were performing
Netter than most of the men, attributing the superior performance of

-he women to fact that they were trying very hard and applying
themselves in a m.re conscientious manner than did the typical male
incunbent of the same job. A sew managers felt that this might be a

"honeymoon" attitude which would gradually disappear when more women
were placed in the traditionally-male jobs.

In the few cases where women in ,'bite- collar positions were not
performirw, in a fully satisfactory manner, managers felt that this was
because they had been promoted largely to fill quotas, rather than
because they were fully qualified for the jobs. (However, this was

certainly the exception rather than the rule.) In two or three

situations of this kind, the managers felt that the women had acquired
work habits in their traditionally-female job roles that interfered
with their adjustment to their new and more responsible jobs. One

manager described this problem in an employee who had been promoted to

a supervisory post at a relatively late stage in her career:

"Betty has the intelligence, and basically the capability
of doing this work. But she worked for so many years in
clerical jobs that she just doesn't seem to be able to
assume the responsibilities of her new supervisory job.

She is timid in dealing with people, indecisive, and
doesn't seem to see the big picture. She is a nit-picker."

Another manager analyzed the weaknesses of a female supervisor in

this wav:

".-Ale's letting her heart rather than her head rule and
seems unsure if she really wants to be a supervisor.
She's not trained to think like a man, doesn't have a
'mae or break' attitude. She's not rapt to take home

work at night with an eye to getting ahead. Pressure

doesn't drive her like a man. Even in relatively
important areas, she hasn't been willing to let work.

interfere with her personal life. I think she's con-

flicted about work JLd the nesting instinct."
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However, it should be emphasized again that the great majority01 the women were judged to he performing well. In fact, a number of
managers admitted that they were surprised by the women's excellentperformance, often adding that these experiences had brought about adec.led change in the irlAivilual's attitudes toward the idea of employ-ing women in manageriai positions. One manager described such an
attitude-change as follows:

"When we promoted her to this job, I really had misgivings.But I was determined to give it a try and I planned to
back her up and to help her over rough spots. As it turned
out, I haven't had to help her at all. She's really taken
charge, everybody respects her, and she seems to be on top
of the job with no sign of strain. I now think she has the
potential to make it to officer level in this company."

EXTRA COSTS

Whe1 :managers were asked about the extra costs involved in theEEO :-.rog-.)f-, the responses they gave with regard to blue-collar jobsdiftered ,te radically from those referring to white-collar jobs(table 6).

The only category of extra costs which appeared with any frequency.,nth regard to women in white-collar jobs was the extra training which
vas given to women in supervisory positions in two or three of thecompanies. The "extra equipment costs" referred to in two casesinvolved the necessity to install locker anc shower facilities forthe first female en...neers placed in power plants.

The picture fur women in blue-collar jobs as quite different.
In only about one-third of the cases did the managers say there were
no auditional costs involved. Extra training costs were said to
have been incurred for about 20 percent of the women, and higher
absenteeism and turnover were frequently mentioned as contributingunduly to costs. Women were also alleged to be significantly less
productive in some of th. jobs. 7-7,xtra equipment costs were mentionedin relatively few cases. the category labeled "cannot be given some
assignments" could also have been included under the "productivityloss" category, since it referred to situations where job Auties hadto be tailored to the capabilities of the women. Referring ;_o situationsof that kind, several managers asserted that it would be impossible torun the department with an all-female work force. A power-plant super-
intendent commented that there should have been some extra orientation,
since many women were not familiar with mechanical principles or thenames and uses of different tools.



TABLE 6. EXTRA COSTS INVOLva IN USING WOMEN IN
TRADITIONALLY MALE JOBS

No extra costs

Extra training costs

Blue-
collar

White-
collar

27

19

44

15

Higher absenteeism, turnover. injuries, etc. 14 1

Productivity loss 15 0

Extra equipment costs 3 2

Cannot be given some assignments 13 2

Lower costs--women require less training, 4 2

supervision, etc.
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DIFFERENCES IN RESPONSIBILITIES
GIVEN MEN AND WOMEN

When queried about job responsibilities that were typically givento men but not to women, supervisors again responded differently, depend-ing on collar-color:

No differences

Women can't perform some parts
of the job

Women can't do as much work as
the men

Job is reorganized for women

Women given more responsibility

Blue- White-
collar collar

24 54

28 6

5

2

1

3

1

Most of the white-collar managers said there were no differencesin the distribution of responsibilities. The few remarks relating toparts of a job a white-collar woman could not perform usually referredto the lack of technical background or experience generally expected ofa male manager.

The fact that a job was reorganized when a woman took over wasmentioned directly in only three instances, but indirect comments
suggested that this happened somewhat more often than was admitted.In one case, the supervisory responsibilities were removed from the jobdescription of a position filled by a woman in a professional capacity,because her manager was fearful that personnel conflicts would arise.Other jobs that had previously required technical expertise along withadministrative skills and supervisory ability were altered by removingtechnical requirements when a women took over. The job classificationwas then down- graded- -a process that prompted one manager to expressconcern that women were being funneled into only one or two kinds of
positions, and that these would lose status and become identified as"typically female" jobs.

The responses of blue-collar supervisors revealed considerabledifferences in the responsibilities given to men and women. It wasmost often mentioned that women couldn't perform some parts of thejob; for example, managers noted that women couldn't lift as muchweight ol reach certain valves with ease. In other cases, women werenot given "rough" assignments in the community. Although some blue-
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collar managers felt that women were limiter in the quantity of work

they could ,?o as well, a third of these supervisors also claimed there

were no differences in responsibilities given to men and women.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN

When asked if they anticipated any problems in providing con-

tinuing career opportunities for the women who had moved into

tr:ditionally-male jobs, about half of the managers (52 out of 102)

said that they anticipated no problems at all. Another 20 percent

felt that there might be some problems, although they co_ldn't be

sure at the present time, and the other 30 percent definitely did

anticipate some problems in providing future opportunities for

the target women.

As night he expected, managers of blue-collar employees were

pore likely to say that they anticipatA such problems. In the

case of some jobs, these managers foresaw difficulties in upgrading

the women, even within the non-supervisory ranks, because the jobs

at 1 iOler levels required more physical strength and mechanical

skills than most of the women possessed. Several also felt that it

would he a long time before a woman could be promoted to a supervisory

position and he accepted by the men. On the other hand, some of the

target women were already performing satisfactorily as supervisors of

blue-collar workers.

In the white-collar group, opinions on this matter varied widely.

Some of the managers saw no problems at all, and even went so far as

to predict that their almpany might very well have a female president

within the next 10 years or so, while others felt very strongly that

it would be difficult to promote women beyond the first or second

level of management without encountering considerable resistance.

They felt that it would be difficult to get enough acceptance of the

women to enable them to perform effectively.

APPROACHES USED BY THE WOMEN
TO ENHANCE THEIR EFFECTIVENESS

The managers interviewed were asked to describe any particular

behaviors or approaches the target women used that seemed to enhance

their effectiveness. The behaviors the managers described in response

to this question were very similar to the approaches or behaviors

the women themselves had reported in their interviews (tables 7 and 8).
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TABLE 7. OBSERVED APPROACHES USED by THE WOMEN
TO ENHANCE THEIR EFFECTIVENESS IN BLUE- COLLAR JOBS

Acts natural, does nothing different 4

Ignores harassment, takes no-nonsense approach 7

Works hard, does more than her share
15

Frys hard to learn job as best she can 19

Friendly, cooperative attitude 14

Polite, deferential attitude
4

Plays down femininity
1

Capitalizes on femininity
1

"ABLE 8. OBSERVED APPROACHES USED BY THE WOMEN
10 ENHANCE THEIR EFFECTIVENESS IN WHITE-COLLAR JOBS

Acts natural, does nothing difr rent 5

t'ositive, friendly attitude
12

Tactful, avoids coming on too strong 13

Avoids authoritarian approach
3

Firm, n,.;gressive, no-nonsense approach 20

Learns job to become technically competent 32

Establishes good rapport with subordinates 22

Decisive-does not equivocate
6

err
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Mac,. jr:
women, the most frequently mentioned approach was

'tries har,1 to learn the job as hest she can," ,loop with "works hard,

71crc than her shar." 'Ian., of the managers said that a woman who.1 1es

1?Proathos fob in A very cons....ientieu.-; ,-.annex, asks PO quarter, is

::Jd tries to do her best, wil' gain respect, even if her

not jL1,1:.'d to he c Lo that of tile men.

mAnv J: the blue-collar women had men icnied the approach of

`iarAssment by the men" as helping them on the job, relatively

..71,1nA,.,ers mentioned this as a behavior that enhanced performance.

About twice as said that they felt the woman was effective because

of her "friendly, cooperative :ittitude." Perhaps this behavior could be

interprece,! sinilar to that Jf ignoring harassment, as could assuming

a "polite, Jferencial attitude." On the other hand, one manager men-

tioned the 1-.1portanee o: a woman net letting the men get away with any-

t1;in4 or over her." Pc described effective behavior of one weman

alon,: thi. 1s follows:

'H;He ri..ht back at them or else walks away. Once when

,ut an extra load on the wheelbarrow -a heavier load

ahy of the men could liftshe tried t Jilt it and then

what ,,s happening. She purposcl ped the load so

the haa to help straighten up the mess. Another time

wnen she was us in a fire hose to clean the inside of the

b,ilers. the ,!hys turned the pressure up so it sent her across

She 'accidentally' pointed the water at some of

only two nkan,m!,ers anything about the u a of "femininity" by

th, wo7..e:I. One t-eit that soma. of the women were effective because they

played down their leminnity and therefore did not draw attention to

themselves. Another he lieved that some of the women capitalized on

their to manipulate their male working associates.

3y :ar the latt.est discrepancy between the observations of the

7..inagers and the reports of the women themselves relates

to the use of the authoritarian approach. (Thirty-two of the women,

but only three of the managers, mentioned specifically that the

avoidarwe f the authoritarian appr Ad. in dealing with subordinates

or other employees seemed to enhance their effect ,uness (table 8).

However, 13 ma:ligers did mention "tactfulness" avoiding coming

en tea str,,n." :1; effective. Although these behJ.mtors seem to r:,rallel

".:vcidin; authoritarian approach," there was still quite a discrepancy

between the number of tar set women and the nuttier of managers felt

that avoidi an authoritarian approach was effective. Furt!- , 20

of the m.i:1a:crs mentioned a opposite -vpe of behavior--that --;ing a

"firm, are:-. .ve, no-nonsense approach."



: ',::1 t. 1: ,11. ,' iircc;:
Or I I'

r ! tt :::.111,1'.',<r.-; are more impresse:l
i ne-nomsen,.. tfl,iIi. Hit; I st t tn is SLcli

: iOr !Or Ant! 1 on moreIemi,;,; ,u. Another t0.;:nlan:It in is thnt t he lilt
1;cinu firm and any.ressive, when those wemen:cc ! chAt- they :Ice holdim! 10,1.k -in other words, there

i n , v i n .1 ;tt's d.intn s cencepi- i.on 0 ; 5V5
IV H 1 e , ; n 1 t e ! t ',int or! n I Cc cennot:'. n :t 1!1: 1111;: It,. tct i hi All :int 1!,,r

. ! ci HiIh-diilIH1 et:!p 1 et: , t he no!-;t ref;uentIL. Ii t then t tv, h!,!, ihjecAI: competent.' A numher of mana',ers ndmitted that
C ILtelv Lo he s;kepticJI of the nhiiity ot a woman

:ermer!y -male joh ndeciuntely. Therefore, V womnn who
yell was more TIll to !.,Ain the respect o;m,,rs snerdinntes.

r e: ;minars also mentioned the importane it estnhlishini;ri2nor! with stO)ordinntes. Ohviouslv, this is n desirnhle 5chavior
, eC either Sc::, but tiny mnncwers felt that too tar4et womensnmervie made A !-Tocinl effort nl.nn:: this line. 1el.nteJ to Isn :H. freunentiv-mentioned appronch which we elnssified AS heitilit: c'11th' too stronn." Perhaps the cnteory "posiitive,

:; nJc" de.-vcr j !,Id is in; I in 1)C11.1\li_or tot r!,;Thy tfit Li CS

Lw) mAmers who mentioned the importance of the wom:rn'Hive" to ensure her effectivencss seemed to infer that
ind wishv-wnshv wns :1 normnl femnle chnrncteristic.

,h,refore, th0 shin ti he very direct and decisive
irries out her mnnnerinl role. ihis mnv he the sn;;e
mnaers were thinkilw ot who -;,nid that the effectiveIII, nYmressive, no-nonsene appronch." .o; one mnnJwer

i,yroAch of a nuhordinate f;m:Ho snmer;:fsor

firm control or the roup. IIL enves no
im tintt :;Ile is f_fl 'hare. She ;

tr0mn st;nid on A point when neeessnry."

. w s mentioned the approach ;)f "keeps her emotions under. r:' . r, .IVA 1. I AlA ntury T. rld
11, 11,1 VC At;': effort on t he part of the
it seemed more iihylv that itch It manner held the stereo -

women fend to he emotionn!, and therefore thonht that it w;isH'1!. the partieulnr womnn he upervised did ni'd show thin
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intcivewer talked t ii b4 male peers of the target women,
,o-workccs ot white-colldr women and 20 co-workers of blue-

Age.; ronged from the twenties to the sixties with the
or it: J:cd. i0 to 4' veats. significant correlations were found

ii a and .spo,.so. to questions concerning attitudes and per-

THP
(

rhe initial questions peers were asked concerned their at
towird tie pre:-;cacc

1 women in trdditionallv-male jobs and their per-
ptigns 0: oth,.rs' attitudes. P.espom-ics to Inc questions about their

own feelin..;s weic gait,: varied. Some of the peers gave short, ambiguous
incwors that were difficult to cmic without looking at other re:sponses,

01 'era reldtcd tho .mestion directly to the target woman with
c (.,'orked.

A number at: the men stated that they felt fine about the particu-
1dr w.(771en involved, hut that the job was not suitable For most women.
,'e-workers of Mne-collar females of commented that they wouldn't
want th-ir wives doing this kind of work, hut if a woman wanted such a
;oi- and could do the work, she should have the opportunity. Other men
.4pecified that they fel "okay" about women being in the type of job in

I oh th,:v were working together, but not in certain other types of jobs.

Looking at all the over responses together, over 60 percent felt
..,ederally or very positive about women in traditionally-male jobs, and
only al-'out 10 percent were clearly negative. However, a breakdown of
responses bv collar-color shows that all of the negative feelings were
c::pre-;sed bv blue-collar peer:;:

Total
Blue-
collar

White-
collar

Very negative 3 3 0

0eneraily negative 3 3 0

llixed fecling:i 18 7 11

Ccnorallv positive 33 0 2(1

cry positive
1 4

Totals 64 20 T
44
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ir pero('n blue-collo- peers ,.(ere negative ilbout_ women

types of ol.s And another 15 peroent had mied feelings. Only

I eers seemed rig hive genuiLlelv Positive feeliAls

;t a:a omHovment of women in work group. This man Was wurfr:,

I. three ,,%'men and about 7,0 men in a dr!-ting room which bad been all-

until tw:, or three years before. He saw the movement of wom-n into

11, work , very p,,sitive thin:::

"i .-;ee ( wom,,n in the Araftin room. It changes

the whple werk.ing c:imate. The men are more polite, and they

AV on their r better than they used t.o. probably because

the nyw co, .tition. It has brightened up the whole work

For me."

.:o-workers et white-collar women were clearly more positive

the ehange, with 75 percent of their comments rated as favorable.

ill, the male peers of a female manager would express very positive

ah.,ut the plcticular woman who was in a job at peer level to

themselves, while remaining very concerned about the affirmative action

;,r,,,rewl in ,:_uler:11. As 011e man scid:

"I'm Afraid that women are going to get promotions not because

they're (jualif:ed but merely because they're female. This is

not going to be good for the department or for the company .

oar work is very technical and requires real expertise.

1-:espenses to question,: which dealt with how peers thought others

1t about women in male-oriented jobs were generally straightforward.

Berle Peers attributed more negative attitudes to others than to them-

selves, an indication that they may have been hesitant to express their

,'on negative feelings directly in response to the first question,

,specially if being interviewed by the female researcher, and projected

their true feelings into their answers concerning how others felt.

Onlv about 35 percent of the totn1 group suggested that others`

attitudes were positive, whereas over 60 percent had said they were

positive themselves. Again, there was considerable difference in the

perceptions of the white- and blue-collar peers. Forty-five percent of

the blue-collar peers felt others were generally or very negative, while

only About pe',-cent of white-collar peers suggested others were

ne.:Ative:



Blue- White-
Kctji collar col!ar

'h iii
,:, u 6

Very negative L 0

(;eryz-ally ntTative 12 5 7

' . i y.ed I e e I i ull,,-; ) r, 7
13

(;enerallv positive H
ory positive 0 0

Totai 90
/44

it should be noted that of the six negative responses recorded totie first qyestion, five were expressed to the male interviewer, indica-ting that peers may have felt inhibited about expressing their own
negative attitudes to the female interviewer. In the second question,
peers interviewed by the male interviewer perceived others' attitudesas generally or very negative about as often as they had expressed
negative attitudes themselves. On the other hand, the female interviewer
recorded 10 attrCoutions of negative attitudes compat with just one
self-report oir a negative feeling toward women in formerly-male jobs.

PEP.FORMANCE Of- THE TARC;ET WOMEN

,yers were asked several questions pertaining to the performance
of women traditionalv-male jobs. First, an attempt was made to gain
a general idea about how well co-workers felt a particular woman was
performing. Then peers were asked to identify the target women's
strencths and weeknesses in performing different aspects of the job. A
third question related to peers' perceptions of any differences in the
way tb. target women and most men performed the job.

Eighty-five percent of the peers reported the women to be perfor-
ming as well ai,; an '.',,rage man or better; even with blue-collar women,
75 percent of the peers rated the performance of the women as at least
equal to that of tie average man:
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I'ot 1

erlormin,: very
pooriv

. t. de.,,__ as well

h most men

Dees well-- 16

equal to average man

I I

Total

hiiit
collar collar

21

4/4

r. pel, crt_ the blue-collar women were rated as performing

,,,,2ry poorly and no members of this group were rated as doing an excellent

in ,:ontr-Ist to percent of the white-collar group.

Sometimes men working with a woman who was admittedly doing well
H a traditiona;lv-mule job seemed to think this was probably unusual-
that most women wouldn't do as well. For example, one man in describing

a aewly-hired woman in his work grout said:

"Si.e Is doing a great job--better than most of the men.
hut she is probably the exception. The wrong type in this

joh could be a disaster."

here was a vide variety of responses to the questions about
aspects of the job not mentioned in other interviews. A substantial

proportion gave no response or responses that could not be coded.

Conerning aspects of the job the woman performed best, categories

r,_,ceiving the most comments were "technical aspects," "interpersonal

relations," and "performs all aspects well." The technical knowledge

and human relations aspects of the jobs were mentioned as st'engtlis

only for women in white- collar jobs. Concerning aspects of the job

:)erfermed "least veil," the categories receiving the most comments

were "technical aspects," "heavy, dirty work," and "interpersonal

relations." Among the blue-collar peers, 40 percent mentioned that

women 212 heavy, dirty work least well, and 20 percent said that

techical knowledge was a weakness.

i,i :en the peers were asked whether women seem to perform the

di(orently from most men, and in what ways their performance

over Li() r nt stated there were no differences (table O.



OP,SERVED DIFFERENCES IN PERFORMANCE OF WOMEN AS
COMPARED W1T1 MEN

N(.. opinion or data not codable

More conscientious, work harder

Total

4

7

Blue
collar

White
collar

)

0

5

Problems with mechnicel, 12 9 3technical, or physical aspects

More diplomatic, tactful
7 0 7

Pses "feminine" style 5 3 2

HilllY structuredgoes by the hook 2 0 "

We dit(erences observed 27
.7±. 3 _.-+9,

Tctal,; 64 20 44
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t reJt o: the 1-1., rcsponses related
H catrie.-; whidh described most of the

i ic: rences ....ore: problems me, hanica I and physica

.pedt. :.ade :en:. lens, and n:cr P ipl omit ic i;lue-eel tar women

:or Nordent - comments relatinc to mechanical or

Ica: ovt 7,, ,,,,r-cont tlle rem:irks about creator

nsc ent

were incerestin..:,

cdte.cerlde. l'or example, a man i n:t blue-collar job SAL]

H, Wc:::A!1 he worI.ed with "tries to she's better than a man,

Instead o: op,riting AS an equal, and this causes tension." Anoth,-r

peer c. .1 Hue-co:lir woman noted that she makes her work "into :1

art, r.ither than a functional product." A comment related

to informal relations between call and female co-workers also

cc trot: A blue-dollar peer. 1k ucticed that the woman he works with
too ci,,se to 111,_ guys because of rumor, and is

A poor o: a white-collar yoman claimed "She shows positive
e toward other womenbelps them out more than the men."

Another poer of whito-cellar women said hi' resented the fact that

"A wean can intlue, a decision-maker more easily than a man."

Along the same lines, one man felt that, because of a particular
s extraorUivary attractiveness, "she is seen first as a woman

i'vi then is a professional." This co-worker went on to question

whether the woman is trying to capitalize on her physical appearance
tc the d,,..triment of her professional capabilitios. lie said:

"She mav he more persnasive and have more opportunities
initially, but only because of her attractiveness.
There will he long range neative consequences for women
in general if attractiveness and competence are seen as

beinc linked."

Some of the differences noted between male and female job
criermance overlapped with responses to the next question, which

dealt with jiliicultic.,s the women ,,:pyrienced.

FNCOUTEP,1:1)

WNEN

leers discussed many different kinds of spe-ial difficulties the

.dmen experienced, but about 3) percent said t:1;_' women had no special

diI ficulties that men didn't have (table P)) .

The most frequently-mentioned difficulty related to the "physical

deflands u: the jobs, whichsurprisingivwere cited as a difficulty for

wd,:-.en in wl,ite-collar as Will AS blue--collar lobs. in some cases, this
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1J-1 9
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.;1 stJI s 1_ 5

F-;t:ibli,;htn credibility 0

cl-,erved 5 17
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ti e1,1

c' tI tuat. ;.on, leal demands were men t iurci

!C:..,11 C r thouOli.

I I ti,au tlio men to cim ut or.

insp,..t :..1ehiner: in v,vr plant. For women in blue-
..

ph...si...d1 demands ds ,lif:iculty almost always rei,drred

,Hoh, invoiyihc pHsic.:1 strerr'tn and SL.17:iP.I.

tO

st frecdePtly-mdntioned diftlicu!ty
:ftributed to women in '':_)bs in

hut on,d suull this roterred to a voman in a statl OT

'I i MI,.,:-.,: job requArLd coordinated efforts uttli others

,t er inC ilesL others vette likely to be men.

in. witl: 1Jcdtive 001t tnv capabilities of women,
;;ht that The was handicapped in t,efttin=.t needed

ituations.

,-,,:.eaH as .1 ii on 1 reeei il on I v three f;enti.,in-.., ira

.utd in el!h.. one ..CC;, was fhis in reterence to a wo;ii0 in Li

:Hs irequently-mentioaed difficulty

t.a th,v cyperieno, :Ind it w,s especially

in blue-collnr jes.

blue-

which

r d",_::iculties mentioned by pk-ers had ',to do with piles

uls 07 wJ'iieu I1CIO l,,-oriented jobs:

put up with assumptions that she's a secretary."

under close: scrutiny for impertections."

iLL expect 1 isupr woman' and are "riticul CI ilISL

AVt?r:iJC et,finF tlies me p:Jv OIl aver,,l,,.c man

w ,uld det ."

El' accept ..ressivenes a woman., even when

's appropriate."

THF '0:0!.!EN

H,ers .e.rc also asked whether the presence of a woman in a
ttajitionally-ale position had cha.ived people's attitudes or behavior

About d2 percent of the peers sai,d the woman was not

IOU.: n mere respect:

I



.i....;:1,c. or-

h-r -:ii re,.pect

-oro H.Jr

:ever 1 tho ot respect L,hewn, howcver,
thkt oHpoot :ty turn into protectiveno, which !!1:., hinder 2

,)erlor:,! her joh competently:

nCkT;e dOnT t iv e hor a !air !-Iire ef the wcrk
Tr,! fl to her phvical ,!hfiry."

'1Hr -zhervi:,,or would no e:Isicr on HA- yuy
ron

The fin.11 o[ ;Lro dealt No 0 observations
=roachos or hehJvier.1 used their lernale co-workers which seemed
.el:trhate to thHr cii veness Lfl trrditionn11%md!,3 john.

:it he dii Lered tUir.0 A Fit for women in white-collar

Fr ;do- hise-ocliar wowen, tin- ir,Tiurntly-mcntioned appro;lci;
rh attitudes and demor,,trations ot compoteco:

hard--trys to learn the
job and (loos her share of the

1Lge "one of the boy!--;"

-tah..! up or hLrsell--tako::
no yhit

of humor

Vriehdly, cooperative

wt:;; workod hard and 1,arned their job?, well, peers were
to r,pect them and see them as of mtmlhers of the work
-They wore iikety to 1),_, especially hitter if they thought a

woo h-; inn adynnthe and not doing her full share of the work.

.)9
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Sometimes she comes on too strowl,, and this irritates
the mon. I don't think they mould think anything about
it if A man acted the same irl does,
they see it smnrtass 1 .n just see
them hris

Ahother man working t, :ith a woman in the work
,roup doscrihed non-assertive LL.

. ysirahle in this indirect

She really knows her stuff, but she's not a 'know it all.'
The fellas would really resent a smarty ,girl in the group."

Perhaps behavior described as "flexible" provides the key to
effectiveness or women in traditionally-male jobs as seen by their
Deers. In several of the interviews, peers said that a target woman
was firm and assertive when the situation called for that kind of
behavior, and vet used a friendly, considerate, and democratic
approach most of the time.
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VII. ATTITUDES OF SUBORDINATES

Interviews were conducted with 56 subordinates of women in
formerly-male managerial or supervisory nositions. Thirty of these
interviews were conducted by 0-1 n, -1 26 by the
male interviewer; of the intci c :nd 33 were
male, ranging in age from Jill,: with the
average at about 35 years.

ATTITUDES TOWARD THE
FEMALE SUPERVISORS

Early in the interviews, the subordinates were asked how they
felt about having a female boss in a job which had always been filled
by a man in the past. The majority of the responses fell in the
"generally positive" category; in fact, even if the "mixed feelings"
category is regarded as negative, there are still about twice as
many positive as negative respondents:

Total. Men Women

Very negative 2 2 0

Generally negative 6 4 2

Mixed feelings 11 8 3

Generally positive 30 18 12

Very positive 7 1 6
Totals 56 33 23

While the male subordinates were less positive in their feelings
than were the women, the differences between the two groups are not
as great as might have been expected. Nor was there any significant
difference in the pattern of responses given to either the male or
female interviewer.

A few of the men whose attitudes were less than positive about
having a female boss said that, while they did not oind reporting to
a woman, they did resent the fact that the EEO pressures to place
women in managerial position were cutting off opportunities for men
like themselves. In fact, some oZ the men admitted that they
themselves had probably been the top candidates for the supervisory
jobs which their female bosses now hold.
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Most of the respondents said that they didn't care one way or

another whether their boss was a man or a woman--the only thing that

really counted was whether or not the supervisor was effective. In

fact, negative attitudes seemed to reflect the respondent's

judgement of the supervisor's competence rather than their reaction to

the idea of having a female supervisor as such.

When asked how they pe' the reactions of others to the

idea of having a female 'le subordinates attributed

attitudes to others tIm less positive than those they

reported for themselv,H 3e, the modal response was "mixed

feelings," and the respol, ither evenly distributed above and

below that mid-point category ou the scale. It was clear, however,

that the men were again more negative than the women. It was not at

311 unusual for a male respondent to say that it didn't bother him at

all to have a female supervisor, but that it bothered some of the other

men in his work group very much. It was often difficult to determine

whether or not the person responding in this way was projecting his

own feelings onto others.

EATING THE PERFORMANCE
OF FEMALE SUPERVISORS

Remarkably high performance ratings
supervisors or managers by their subordinates;

were given to

Total Men

the female

Women

Performing very poorly 0 0 0

Not doing as well as most male
supervisors 3 3 0

Doing fairly well-equal to
average male supervisor 15 8 7

Doing a good job 20 13 7

Doing an excellent job 18 9 9

Totals 56 33 23

Almost 70 percent of the subordinates felt that their supervisors

were doing either a good job or an excellent job. While these

ratings did not differ greatly for the male and female respondents,

the responses to this question given the male interviewer were much

more favorable than those given the female interviewer; for example,

of the 18 respondents who rated their female supervisor as doing an

"excellent job," 1.5 were interviewed by the male. On the other
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nil, of the 15 persons who said their supervisor was just doing
:airlv well," 13 had been interviewed by the female interviewer.

Significantly, when a subordinate seemed lukewarm about the
performance of the female boss -a response coded as "doing fairly
well"--very often he or she would add "She's doing as well as most
male supervisors." It seemed that the woman in a supervisory or
managerial job had to be performing 'oefter than most male
supervisors in order -- 1rn a rating of "good" 'r "nycellent."

so asked t
aspect femal,
and lea 131,, most frequently aspect of t;.

thought to be performed best was the extent to which the supervisor
was seen as having good knowledge of the technical aspects of the
work to be performed (table 11). This may be a reflection of the
fact that a number of the women appointed to the supervisory jobs
had worked in the respective fields for many years and were
familiar with the technical aspects of the work.

The second mot frequently mentioned asset was that the
supervisor "explains things well doesn't just give orders." This
approach to the job was also mentioned frequently by the women
supervisors and managers themselves. As indicated earlier, many
of the women said they made a special effort to keep their
subordinates well-informed and to explain orders in greater detail
than most male managers seemed to have 6one in the past. In the
case of the question on aspects of the jcb performed least well, over
half the respondents either gave no answer or gave a response which
did not fit one of the categories in table 12. In a great many
instances, the subordinate said there was no aspect of the job that
was not being performed well. With regard to specific shortcomings,
it was interesting to note that the aspect of the job most often
seen as being performed best--the technical aspect--was also
most often mentioned as being performed least well.

Another weakness mentioned by several subordinates had to do
with showing favoritism.

"She values close friends too much and may have more favorites
than a man would."

There were other critical comments relating to the woman's manner of
dealing with subordinates. One man noted:

"She doesn't like to knock people and hesitates to write up
criticisms of her subordinates. She will tell them, but ni,t
report it through the formal channels."
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TABLE 11. ASPECTS 01. THE JOB THE
WERE SEEN AS PERFORMING

FEMALE SUTERVISORS
"BEST"

Total Men Women

No opinion or data not codable 13 8 5

Job knowledge-technical aspects 15 8 7

Concern for suhordinate s 7 3 4

Deveioong subord:

Explains-doesn't just :0_ve orders 11 8 3

Well-organized 3 1 2

Performs all aspects well 3 2 1

Total 56 33 23

TABLE 12. ASPECTS OF THE JOB THE FEMALE SUPERVISORS
WERE SEEN AS PERFORMING "LEAST WELL"

Total Men Women

No opinion or data not codable 31 15 16

Job knowledge-technical aspects 6 4 2

Leadership 4 3 1

Overly sensitive 4 3 1

Too reliant on subordinates 2 2 0

Shows favoritism 5 2 3

Poor communication 4 4 0

Totals 56 33 23
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A female subordinate felt her host "gct too involved with peopl,."
On the othe:- hand, a male subordinate was outspoken about the lack
of (-mourn his lemale bo:s showed.

"She's directive and demanding. She lets people know about
their mistakes in front of others rather than privately."

In summary, it is important to pol:It out again that the
shortcomings described here eviden,Ay .'.Id not outweigh the positive
aspects of performon:e as perceived by the subordinates.

DIFFERENCES IN PEREORMAA:E
OF MALE AND FEMALE SUPERVISORS

Each subordinate was asked if the female supervisor performed
her job in a manner which uas different from ne way male supervisors
had performed it in the past. When the subordinates did cite such
differences, they were almost always favorable ones (table 13). In
other words, they felt that their female supervisors "show more
respect for subordinates," "are more considerate," "more diplomatic,"
or "works harder." The only responses which might have had a negative
connotation were a few to the effect that the supervisor was "more
demanding" or "more sensitive." Those who claimed the female supervisor
was "more demanding" often seemed pleased, however. The increased demands
were often discussed in terms of added responsibility which enhanced thesubordinates' self-esteem. Of those who mentioned that their supervisor
was "more sensitive," it was not always clear whether this was seen as
positive or negative.

The many people who said their female supervisor showed more
interest in and respect for subordinates than did most male supervisors
often added that she gave them more responsibility, helping them to
deveiap ^n the job, so that they themselves would be better qualified
for future promotions. A ,.:losely-relaterl performance difference,
equally often mentioned, was that the supervisor was "more considerate"
than most male supervisors. By this the subordinates usually meant
that the supervisor seemed to treat each person as an individual and
showed concern for each subordinate's needs.

The third most frequently-mentioned performance difference was
the subordinates' belief that their female supervisors worked harder
than did most male supervisors. Perhaps this reflected the women's
determination to prove ability to perform the job in a superior
manner.
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1ABLE 13. OBSERVED DIFFERENCES
SUPERVISORS AS COMPARED WITH

IN PERFORMANCE OF FEMALE
MALE SUPERVISORS

Total Men Women

Shows more respect for sibordinates 15 1.0 5

More considerate 15 9 6

More de7 3

More sensitise 4 2

More .liplomatic 8 3 5

Works harder 10 5 5

No differences observed 19 12 7

(Totals are greater than number interviewed because interviewee
often mentioned more than one difference.)
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PERCEIVED DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCED
BY THE FEMALE SUPERVISORS

Thirty-two of the 56 subordinates felt that their female
supervisors experienced no difficulties that mo male supervisors
would not encounter:

TtNt

32 21 11

Out3iders don't want to
deal with her 9 3

Being watched-people looking
for unusual behavior

doesn't get same cooperation
from others

2

6

1

7

1

4

Lacks technical knowledge that
most male supervisors have 7 6 1

Totals 56 33 23

Of the difficulties mentioned, the most frequent was that
"outsiders don't want to deal with her." By this they meant that
people elsewhere in the company, as well as customers, suppliers, and
others, sometimes showed their prejudices by treating the female
supervisor with less respect than they would a male supervisor. These
outsiders were sometimes seen as doubting that the woman actually had
as much authority as would normally be involved in a supervisory or
managerial position. Obviously, this would be handicapping to the
female incumbent of that position.

The second most frequently-mentione1 difficulty was that she
"lacks technical knowledge that most men have." This difficulty, which
was alluded to almost exclusively by male subordinates, was likely
to be mentioned only in the few cases where a woman was put in charge
of a group performing mechical or technical functions. Very often,
this supervisory job was a form of training assignment for the woman.
Similar assignments were given to male trainees who could be expected
to have the same problem. Therefore, even though this was a genuine
handicapping factor for the female, it was not a difficulty which
should necessarily have been associated with her sex as such.
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The two subordinates whose responses were classifie,1
"being watched" category referred to the pressure the WOE'
experienced hecAuso of her visibility in t-H-,

position. The said chic

cool,. L told You so." One

said that he felt it was more difficult for his female
supervisor, because other men expected management to favor the woman.
In other words, he said that most men thought "she can get away with
murJer because she is a female."

Only six subordinates mentioned the Fact that the female boss
doesn't get the same cooperation from secretaries and other employees
that a male supervisor would command. While this was the difficulty
most frequently mentioned by the target women themselves, it often
had to do with interdepartmental affairs of which subordinates might
he less aware.

A few of the male subordinates said that they felt the female
supervisors actually had advantages, rather than difficulties. In

one case, for example, the male subordinate said that, compared with
male supervisors he had had in the past, his new boss had the advantage

of not being "one of the boys." He though: that the woman could
therefore he more aloof from the group than a male supervisor, and
thus could he more objective and more effective. Another man felt
that female supervisors had the advantage of knowing t1.-2y would he
promoted whether or not they performed well, because of equal
opportunity goals.

CUANGE IN ATTITUDE OR BEHAVIOR
TO':ARD FEMALE SUPERVISORS

Each of the subordinates was asked if he or she observed any
significant changes in people's attitudes or behavior toward their
sunervisor or manager after she had been appointed to tie position.
A majority reported that they saw no changes of any significance in
people's attitudes or behavior:

Total Men Women

No changes observed 32 18 14

Others treat her with more respect 9 5 4

Female employees have less respect 2 2 0

Some show resentment 9 5 4

Men watch their language
Totals
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fry 1 al

treat, le

epeet: .tnd an equal number said that
ncd iced attitudes or reactions reflecting resentment, which

usnally frilmted to other male employes s.

regard to reaction:: reilecting respect, two of the
rdinAtes interviewed said that other female employees seemed to

/-,21lo,'L for the fowl(' mamior since she accepted the job.
1,x attributed such reactions to the feeling that the woman had
oversenpod her Hmtids" in moving into A man's position. However,
u. wom in noted thAt there was no change in Attitude toward her

,Thal there should have been:

(i `ctii-hqls name) is Not put on the same level as other
neoph_. She's treated more like another employee.

exlmple, she isn't allowed (or doesn't take advantage of)
tn- s:lme f-.lads of flexibility in lunch hours that other managers

.1):In that was mentioned had to do with the impact of
mp A target females' friends.

used to he her friends don't confide in her
re l-:cAll!-;c she's management. Tt sort of isolates her."

four subordinates who remarked that the most significant
they observed was that the "men now watch their languae,"

re .t11 subordinates of a newly-appointed female blue-collar
upe7vismr. One or two also admitted that the men felt very strange

JeAling with a woman as their boss, because her appointment had
completely unprecedented.

APPftl\CilFS OR

Th.' lust question in the interviews with subordinates asked
them to leseribe any behaviors or approaches that their female
supervisor or mana'Jer used that they felt made her effective. Behaviors

subordinates were very similar to those described by
maua:;rs, pe,,rs, And by the target women themselves. The most
ryquoltly-noticed approach was that the woman was effective in the

sH;)rvisory role because she used a "Gemocratic, participative style"
iH ,!cal in.,. with subordinate:, (table 14). A number of subordinates

that Heir female manrwor gage them much more information, more
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TABLE 14. OBSERVED APPROACHES USED BY THE FEMALE
MANAGERS TO INCREASE THEIR EFFEC:IVENESS

Total Men Women

Democratic, participative approach 23 16 12

Firm, directive approach 12 6 6

Flexible-uses different
approaches as appropriate 15 11

Straightforward doesn't try to bluff 12 7 5

Friendly, considerate approach 24 12 12

Works hard, learns jobs,
Determined to do well 16 12 4

Better organized than male supervisors 3 2 1

Makes special effort to be fair 7 3 4

(Total number of items mentioned is greater than number interviewed
because many subordinates described mere than one approach.)
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resp,,nsibi4ity, .1nd involved them more in decision-making than had
their previoh male managers. Several male subordinates also
added that, the felt much more involved and more highly motivated
thaa they ever hay' in the past because their mamIger had adopted

The behavior mentioned with second greatest frequency was that
the female manAger used a more "friendly, considerate" approach in
dealing with :iuberdinates than had most of their previous managers.

Added that the female manager was more tactful in dealing with
su;)erdinates And seemed to he more sensitive to individual differences
in feelings and reactions.

A behavior that seemed almost opposite to the democratic or
friendly approach was also 1entioned quite frequently--that is, the

irm, directive approach," which vas said to account for the
e!leetiveness of a number of the Female managers. In several eases,
the subordinates added that their manager made it clear that she
was in charge and that she would tolerate no nonsense. Tn one case,
A male subordinate said that his manager might he using this approach
because another woman manager in the same department had failed
he:Ausc .--;110 was too timid and senitive. He said that the men had
never accented that woman as the boss. In fact, he added, when
the Th.,11 saw hew Limidlv the woman was behaving, they "really put her
thr.,u:* the ,h-inler."

A number of subordinates described managerial behavior which
-e-perated hoth the democratic and the assertive approaches. The
ale manager used the democratic, participative approach when it

,eared to he desirable, but could also be very firm and directive
when a situation seemed to call for that kind of behavior. One
man said that his female manager delegated responsibility, but would
not tolerate slipshod work; rather, she was very assertive and
directive when she felt that a particular subordinate was not performing
an a:-:signment as capably as she thought he or she could. Several times
-nibordinates mentioned that the female manager could he friendly and
considerate, but at the same time had to be firm and demanding enough
that people didn't take advantane of her:

her manner and personal appearance are very business-like.
the keeps a distance and yet can get down to our level in
discussing problems."

"The's very good at positive criticism. She has strong views
and 1 s results-oriented, vet she's understanding."
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n I ilt- to n. .1 dee,cn' t r,.. 1.11 f" i

1 7.!cn '11 in t he of Hen wlr the f orda I

n d i , : not h t v . 1H much i k r i hr,W us -;01'lc f lien subor--
I u nt cry i sernet imes ,..cl that an at t einpt to bl Tiff

H... iId he eons Honed clore repreht.ns h le than it would if
!_-tttihit H.- 1 71.1 , bt'c.lus stchord inatect wt( re I ibm to he

vi i ing I or in t lie cr.:mai.. manager.

1).!-ceryat il that the ma nat_,,e r "work--; ha H , I earns the job,
Is Lt.-mined to wel I" was ilso Went ioneci qui te of ten by the other
1-, ups int erviet..i. this s may ref lect the 141t need on the part of

these ',tomer, to le !..% env thi ng I hiy could to ne rform t...te I I a 1100(1 wh ich
ii I h %%lien it hecome!s cc,mmorp I nee to find wero in managerial

It ions t hat ha.1 t rme r I v 'tell filled on ly by men. Perhaps th is
b net 1 i.L r_ (H. ,1 00 aCOlint or the observat i On by seven of
t 110 th rb et :,tt the i r 111:111:1,,',Or "makes a spec int effort to be 1,1i n."
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MI. POLICY POOP.A1 MITCATIoNS

CLIDFPOTS FOR THL FUTVRL

t he experiences of the 10 companio:;, Imturc ,O the problem.,
the': encounter and the accumulated wisdom embodied in their eff':rts
to solve these problems have some important practical Implications for
other organizations Attempting the placement of women in traditionally-
male jobs. Some of the clearest and most significant of these impli-
,',Itions are as follo,:s:

. The LEO Trogcam must be monitored t rom a central vantage-
point in the organization

The comDaries making the most progress in providing equa.
opportunities for women in jobs of all kinds had an effectivt. individual
or unit at central staff level who provided guidance to manages and
monitored their performanc( in meeting EEO goals. This position or unit
hid eneuh status in the organization to command the respect and coope-
rat ion of manuerS from first-line supervisors to top executives

A key problem in getting women selected and placed in traditionally-
m.ile jobs had to do with the influence or "clout" of the affirmative
Action program. Some EEO coordinators were relatively powerless to do
anything but encourage the hiring of a woman when openings came up in
different departments. In other companies, the EEO coordinator had been
given the power to withhold budgeting for the requested additoonal
employee in a given department until certain affirmative action go-_,
had been met. In vet another situation, the EEO coordinator (who was
female in this rise) depended on her own influence and educational
efforts to sell the affirmative action program.

Those individuals or units at staff level who seemed to be
getting best 'sults functioned as an integral part of the total
personnel or human resources operation. In this way, day-to-day
attention could be focused on the recruitment, selection, training,
career planning and other personnel programs for women as a continuing
part of overall personnel acitvities. When the EEO program was thus
integrated into the human resources function, but with a specific
nerson(or person:;) given responsibility, there was more cooperation in
planning and accomplishing long- and short-term goals. On the other
hand, when the affirmative action unit was isolated and seen as func-
tioning primarily in an advisory capacity, it seemed to have signifi-
cantly less impact.

In addition to spearheading programs to facilitate integration,
And providing consulting services to managers who are attempting to
Achieve LEO ',1,0;11s, most important responsibility of the affirmative
Action unit is to keep score. In other words, the EEO coordinator
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perTerms the same kind of function in this area that the accountants
perform with regard to financial results. If no one is keeping score
And reeidine feedback to managers, little progress is likely to be

Proe!-Am ohiec tives must be clear to all

Vher, apleired to he a strong relationship in the respective
empanies studieJ between the amount of progress being made in providing
pial opportunities fer all and the degree of visibility given to the
amirmative Action program. A strong stand by top management probably
nad more influence in this regard than any program an EEO coordinator
could introduce. The impact of such policy-setting was even greater
where middle and first-line manager:. were convinced of the sincerity
Alld personal interest of top management in supporting changes necessary
to provide equal oppe7tunity for women. In some companies, the stand
taken by top management with regard to the EEO program was so strong
that some middle and first-line managers admitted that they could not
expect to be around very long if they couldn't adjust to the new policies.
to other cases, managers indicated that their performance in achieving
FEO goals was considered to be an important factor in their overall
appraisal as a manager.

A number of techniques were used to create awareness of the EEO
program throughout the organization. Publicity in the house organ
certainly helped. Frequent articles featuring women in traditionally-
male ...irk roles helped to call attention to the program. Some companies

!acted "awareness" seminars or training workshops focusing on the
ci,aneing role of women in society, placing the emphasis on increasing
awareness of sex role stereotypes and the way language reflects and
reinforces these stereotypes.

The responses to "awareness" training were mixed. In general,
studies have shown that training which involves role-playing and
behavior modeling has a greater likelihood of effecting change, because
poople have a chance to experiment with and practice new behaviors.
r,,:ith this in mind, the researchers would recommend that companies
incorporate beha.:ioral goals if t'ley e.hoose to implement "awareness"
or related types of programs.

In of e of the smaller companies, the EEO coordinator tried to
accomplish the goals usually established for awareness training by
holding informal interviews with individual managers throughout the
company. These managers were also informed of new policies and programs
:It the same time. Reactions to these interviews seemed to be quite
positive, but the success of this approach may have partly -eflected
the fact that the coordinator was a very c(mpetent woman who seemed to
gain respect and cooperation from everyone with whom she came in contact.
Her personal exchange with managers and supervisors also provided these
men with a model of a woman in a traditionally-male job and allowed for
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:irst-hAnd experience of dealing with a woman as an equr.1 in the work
c,mtext. In general, companies which had competent professional women

this typo as Fib) coordinators 5-;ecmed to he reaping benefits from the
osi:ive ey.poriences male managers had in working with these women.

A serious problem relating to program acceptance which cropped
rather consistently was overt hostility or negative attitudes on

HA' Hirt of blue-collar supervisors of women in formerly-male jobs.
Lostile toreman can hive a very damaging effect on the program
ause the men under him are likely to follow his example. Besides

involving foremen in "awareness" training sessions or engaging them in
ore-to-one interviews, companies did not seem to he actively involved
in seeking solutions to this problem. However, a study conducted by

o'Farroll in A large utility company provides some interesting
ohservations on this prohlem.29/ She noted that most blue-collar
supervi:;ors are not asked for their inputs or help in planning the
integration of women in craft jobs. The situation is more or less
iorced on them, and they often end up having to take extra time and
effort to orient the women. This naturally causes resentment and
throws off their regular work routine. An obvious solution is to
apply a basic principle relating to the effective implementation of an
organi7.acional chance. That is, the supervisors should be involved in
rht.j11:11111i_11:! of integration programs that will affect their work groups.
in addition, they should be provided with appropriate support -n the
:,arm of the extra time and resources needed to enable them to devote
.1(loquaLc At to the proper orientation and on-the-job training

womon.

Special efforts are needed t a recruit Yeomen for many of the
blue-collar_jobs

A ubiquitous problem was the lack of female interest in many blue-
Aar jobsparticularly those with such unattractive features as rotat-

in.i shifts, heavy or dirty tasks, or regular exposure to such outside
elements as weather or a hostile public. Almost invariably, special
recruitment efforts had to be made if any success at all was to be
ichieved in integrating women in fobs of this kind. One company found
that it met with greater success in retaining women in these jobs by
r:cruiting from outside the company. Another found that students

H led in junior colleges provided a good source of candidates for
jobs. ihe same company then used women who had been successful

such joh,: as sources of additional recruits by asking them for names
riends or acquaintances likely to have similar interests or skills.

1. O'Farrell, "Affirmative Action for Women in Craft Jobs:
1 in the Small Industrial Workshop," Fnpublish.:(1 report of a study

!IJ!icted i11 a large public utility company in the Northeast, 1975.
:s report was also presented as a paper at a joint meeting of the

Sociological Association and the Society for the Study of Social
ProHems held in San Francisco in August, 1975.)



'Ile' important -ecision that mu's b, made when recruiting women 1Yr
,)1:-; is whether to use hard-sell, persuasive approach or to givo

I realitic view o: the joh. On thy ',Ili hand, some employment managers
tuj interviewers maintained that it the,: did not do a good selling job,
ride

%. :Ail tO .':tot oven modest quotas in integrating many blue-
on the other hand, women who are not given a

realistic picture of what the job entails before dccepting it, may
er:orm poorly And suit after A very short time. thus, not only will

,-dmL.inv 1.1 I 1 to dch i eve ITO goals in the sh,u-t run, but the progrdm
be jeopardi:ed in the long run because stereotypes about the

uitaility of women ..er such jobs will he reinforced. For this reason,
comi,anies which 11::AdY A special effort to provide female recruits with

redlistic picture of job requirements `Teemed to he experiencing the
success in Htegrating blue-collar jobs with undesirable features.

s used approaches designed to reach the entire
...,unity and tn,u. stimulate women's interest in traditionallv-mul

dhs o: ill judis. One company made an effort to publish success
stories ,)1 :11 these jobs in the local newspapers. Other companies
sponsored prugram.; in elementary and high schools designed to expose

to a variety of role models, and to make guidance counselors aware
the new career opportunities for women.

almost all the companies studied, some kind of "job posting"
is used to publicize job openings internally. In a few cases,

extra el:orts were made to describe the nature of the open jobs in some
derail, to give their availability widespread publicity through such
media .1:; the plant newspaper, and to encourage women to hid on jobs
thdt hall in the past been held exclusively by men. If a woman who bid
on shch A jo.o was found not to he qualified, an EEO coordinator might
;,rovide fellow-up counseling to point out where she might get needed
training to qualify for such a job. Or the woman might he encouraged
to bid on another job.

Selection and Tlacement of women in traditionallv-male jobs
are critical functions

.'ouming recruitment efforts are successful, problems involving
sele, :OP and placement decisions then become critical. Evidence from
this stud': clearly indicates that the initial selections and placements
should b, made with special care when attempts are being made to
introduce women into an all -male occupation or work group for the first

seems to change attitudes as much as a favorable experi-
ence with d competent woman; on the other hand, a poor experience can

d damaginz effect in reinforcing negative biases abont the
Pdbilities of women in traditionallv-mae jobs.
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In the case of blue- cellar lobs, attitudes toward work and
interest in the lobs themselves seemed to be the most important
:actors in contributing to the woman's successful adjustment. Those
women with conscientious attitudes toward work--that is, a determi-
nation to work hard, learn the job, and fully earn the relatively high
pay involved, were generally seen as performing well and were most
likely to be accepted by the men in the work group. In addition, the
Ahilitv to withstand the initial hostility of the men should he taken
into account in selecting the first woman to be placed in an all-male
group.

Obviously, all women selected for assignment to traditionally-
male jobs cannot be expected to have these "superwoman" traits or
relatively little progress will he made in achieving integration goals.
:lowever, if the first woman placed in a work group has these charac-
teristics, it can pave the way for the introduction and acceptance of
more average women who can take their place in the group along with
Average men.

Even in the white-collar jobs, however, there is clearly a
dtnger in selecting exceptional women only and institutionalizing the
expectation that the woman in a traditionally-male job must perform
exceedingly well in order to be seen as competent and equal to the
average male. The more objective the criteria used for selection and
promotion, the more comoanies can guard against such a development.
it is also likely that as the number of women in such jobs increases,
they will be less noticed and scrutinized, and co-workers will not be
expecting, perfection.

Another selection and placement issue has to do with where to
pince a woman. Sone of the ompanies have made an effort to place
blue-eel ;ar women w rh 1 cooperative supervisor and a Few ompanies
Live also been earetul not to place w'cit-cnilar women in jobs where
hey may lac e.;oerience and knowledge. Again, these practices may be

initLaily net musu not be continued indefinitely, if women are
ro assume A truly role in the workplace.

One com;a' : .--rrmHY recommended placing blue-collar womel. in
Ic.-ttions wh,,re miner is already at least one woman, or else placing
two women together in previously all-male work settings. This approach
resulted in higher retention rates for the women.

In white- collar situations, the promotion of a long-service woman
a clerical position into a supervisory role sometimes caused

strains for both the woman and her co-workers, since the transition
involved a new set of informal as well as formal expectc.tions. Even
if these women performed their official responsibilities in a competent
manner, their informal behavior often had unseen consequences in terms
of limiting their opportunities for further growth and development.
Some companies made a point of changing the work group when a clerical
woman was promoted, a practice which seemed to make the transition
easier.
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w)men !(,1" managerial positions, those companies

ossent ecror programs seemed to he getting the best results,
Lhrt.',. reasons. First, selection errors were less likely to be made

r.he performance of candidates in simulated managorial situa-
! !ohs .onld he ehserved directly. Second. each woman candidate had
in iir,ortunitv to demonstrate her ability to handle managerial
idslgni'lTrt.:. Third, a skeptical manager could serve as a judge in such
'Lilt or, Ind tdie; observe tirst-hand that women can perform capably

low-4p counseling with bell to maximize the success rate
newlv-flaced women in traditionally-mal2 jobs

'!ost a!iirmative action coordinators closely followed the progress
pldced in traditionally-male jobs, especially those who were

tbe to enter dn all-male setting. In this wav, problems could he
oirIv stage and alleviated before they had a damaging

lhotienal strains were most likely to have a deleterious effect
ou Hiue-co!lar women, since one were exposed to a great deal of hostil-
itY supervisors and co-workers. Serious problems stemming from such
-;trains were most likely to occur in companies which had not attempted

provid,, AnY organized support for these women. Counseling often
be!ped greatly, And specially-arranged group meetings sometimes provided
An outftt or forum for airing feelings, sharing problems, and e::changing
ideas Aft.': alternatives for handling tough situations. Support groups

. this I. would seem to he especially valuable in the initial breaking-
in ..)orio,!.

!:nitc-collar women experienced more subtle kinds of strain, but
!Ile: too could benefit from such support groups. With regard to

denhseliag, it is probably less important that the EEO coordinator take
tbo initiatiYe or providing this to women in white-collar jobs than it
is in; the blue-collar area. On the other hand, it is helpful to have

aYailahle with designated responsibility for such counseling for
rose women in professional or managerial jobs who might like to discuss

and detidy ice on a problem.

-;;:eeial training programs are sometimes needed to insure
Chi: successful integrntion_of women in traditionally-

tc Jo

i)roi,1,:m! faced hv all of the companies attempting to employ

in lit-to i!:11- jobs was the lack of available women with the
uecessdry interests, knowledge, and skills, both mechanical and

pbvical. Since mamv men start their working careers with some know-
ledge ard skill in these areas, companies have found that informal,
on-the-ieb training often provides sufficient preparation for newly-
hired ::!ale This informal approach is not likely to provide adequate
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training for women, however. In the first place, co-workers u:;uLlly
assume that the newly-hired people have mechanical backgrounds--but
even more important is the fact that women may be excluded from peer
group training because of negative attitudes toward them on the part
of the men.

To obviate these difficulties, some companies designed special
"vestibule" type training programs for women selected for mechanical
jobs. Even in some cases where newly-hired men were given formal
training before tieing placed on the job, a pre-training program for
women was used to compensate For their lack of previous mechanical
experience. These special programs for women were said to have
several important advantages. For one thing, they helped to acquaint
the women with unfamiliar job tasks in a more :rotectivo climate than
the on-the-job situation would afford. Secondly, the training would
help the women to perform more adequately when placed on the job.
'0:hon they performed well, their male working associates were more
likely to accept them. And, when they were accepted, they were more
likely to be given the same kind of on-the-job training and help which
the men gave each other.

Another problem for many ')lue-collar women had to do their
ability to cope with the physical demands involved in their new jobs.
One such woman had embarked on a self-initiated strength-building
course, so that she could feel more confident in accomplishing the
physical aspects of her job. A course of this kind could be offered
by the firm For women interested, or currently employed, in physically-
demanding jobs.

At the white-collar level, a few companies sponsored supervisory
training workshops especially designed for women in managerial positions
while in others, the women were simply included in the regular super-
visory training programs run for all managers. Obviously, there are
advantages and disadvantages to each approach. In the separate program,
the training was not likely to he linked to actual opportunities for
promotion or transfer, so that the women felt frustrated; moreover, it
was sometimes seen as "for women only," which gave it less credihiiity
as a valid growth experience. The integrated approach, on the other
hand, runs the risk of overlooking some women not giving them
special attention. Also, in a number cf companies which promised to
integrate women into their overall development programs, the women
benefited very little because the development effort was essentially
non-e istent.

',There separate programs were provided, they usually included
special features in addition to the usual supervisory training
curriculum--i.e., consideration of such issues as: changes in formal
and informal role expectations of women in management; sex-role stereo-
typing: and ineffective "feminine" behavior patterns. Assertiveness
training, behavior modeling, or role-playing were also used effectively
in some cases to give women a chance to practice alternative behaviors.
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At blur llar lob levels, similar forms of discrimination were
,;ometimes discovered. O'Facrell, for example, in her study conducted
in a public utility company, found that women in certain craft jobs
were doing the routine, less skilled work.30/ Although such arrange-
ments often rellect women's actual lack of experience, they can also
perpetuate an ;;nequal division of responsibiltiy. O'Farrell recommended
accelerated placement of women in highly-skilled work in order to
provide role models and to get rid of the stereotype that women don't
succeed or aren't interested in these jobs. We discovered similar forms
o -discrimination in our interviews. In one company, for example,
women worked only the day shift in a 24-hour operation, while the menworked on 1 rotating shift schedule. Needless to say, this
differenceseen by the men as a "privilege"--did not help the women
to ;(,t aveptance from the men.

In some situations, the re-design of jobs did seem to be
necessary if appreciable numbers of women were to be employed in them.
One company, for example, had engaged in a wholesale scrutiny of all
management and supervisory jobs in order to eliminate any unnecessary
technical aspects which might arbitrarily exclude women. (In some of
the companies, for example, certain of the management jobs had been
held only by men with engineering degrees.) The danger in changing ajob to accomodate women lies in the fact that such a change could be
used to justify changing the salary level of the position, or using
the position as a ready-made low-status slot for female managers.

kith regard to blue-collar jobs, several companies had developed
new equipment to accomodate women workers. However, stocking special
equipment labeled as "female" might reinforce the negative stereotypes
held by many men about the suitability of women for craft jobs.
Instead, a 'human engineering" approach to the analysis of equipment
might reveal that much of it could be redesigned to make it easier for
anyone to regardless cf his or her size and strength. Replacing
all equipment immediately in order to achieve this goal might he
prohibitively expensive; as superior equipment is developed, however,
it can he purchased as replacements are needed.

A similar approach might be taken to the redesign of the jobs
themselves. There are probably a good many undesirable jobs which
neither men nor women like, and a substantial proportion of these
may involve tasks which cannot he substantially changed to become
more attractive, satisfying, and rewarding. On the other hand, there
is undoubtedly a number of unattractive jobs that may lend themselves
to job redesign which would increase their appeal to both men and
women.

30/ WFarrell, op. cit.



career uLinninii for women in formerly -male jobs is important.

H,-,ce the employment of large numbers of women in traditionally-

jo,-; is a relatively recent development in most companies, the
need for aasistancc in career planning for women would seem to he

;rent. Our interviews with the target women revealed this need in

man': c.Ises. One of our interview questions covered career aspirations,
and it was not uncommon to find that a woman had no concept of the
possible opportunities available to her. In some cases, the manager

of a target woman would say that she had the potential to advance in
tIle organization; the woman herself, however, may have expressed the

view that it would he unrealistic to think of progressing more than

,,ne more level up the ladder.

Most companies had engaged in some kind of educational effort
to inform women of the broad range of oppc tunities available to

them. dome ran "Career Day: " others conducted tours for women

interested in craft jobs. An approach used in one company was a one-
',lay Life and Career Planning Workshop for both men and women. Another

ompany was actively recruiting female college graduates or women with

degrees, and establishing a clearcut career path for them. This

company also identified currently-employed women with professional or
technical skills who might have growth potential, and launched them on
a development course including training, assessment center programs,
and/or exposure to different areas of the company.

Other approaches were also used as an aid in educating ,emale
employees regarding the broad range of opportunities within the company.
Personnel inventories were sometimes used by an affirmative action
coordinator to identify women with interest in technical or mechanical
type work or in gaining further professional training for a career in

specific area. These women were then counseled concerning the
opportunities for getting placed in different jobs or getting further

trainim: or education with company support in order to qualify for the

kinds of jobs that interested them.

If an opportunity is provided for women in traditional as well

as non-traditional jobs to set career goals, then there may be less

resentment between these two groups. While many women in traditional

roles would choose to remain in Close positions, they might have ideas

about how to restructure or redefine their jobs to increase their own
satisfaction and'the amount of respect accorded them by other employees.

The company itself should carefully examine traditionally-female jobs

discover where there is room for improving them, with the ultimate

;:eal of eliminating sex-typed and low-status jobs.
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ATIC1I'ATI.71)

The findings from this study suggest a number of potential
problem areas. First of all, it seems clear that carefully-selected
women are going to he successful in traditionally-male jobs. However,will affirmative action ultimately lead to acceptance of the "average"woman in all kinds of jobs?

;.:omen in certain blue-collar jobs will probably continue to havemore problems than women in white-collar positions, because of thenature of the work as well as the attitudes of co-workers and supervisors.".ore blue-eolJar women had mixed or negative feelings about their jobs,and more were seen as performing below average.

On the other hand, it should he remembered that job tenu7e forblue-collar women was longer, on the average, than for white-collarwomen. It seems likely that this reflected the fact that many of theblue-collar jobs required more technical knowledge and skill than theahility to perform heavy_ mechanical or physically-demanding tasks.Although women are more easily integrated into these technical jobs,there is a danger that such blue-collar job categories will soon
become over-represented with men.

It also seems possible that some blue-collar jobs may never
attract many women. Can the women who are interested in some of
these jobs he given a fair chance without providing fairly equal
representation of both sexes in the job? If women can be given
equal opportunity in a job without equal representation of the sexes,how can we ensure that they are treated fairly?

One of the related questioas for the future is whether or not
disproportionate representation can exist without discrimination. Ifwomen are gradually accepted

as capable co-workers in all fields, then itmay he that underrepreseutation will not always be a sign of discrimination.
However, it may take another couple of generations before each individualwoman is judged on her own merits in each job. Only then willcommon he able to relax their vigilant pursuit of equal representationand pursue the more reasonable goal that women he given a fair chance
in .111 john.

Another big question fur the future is whether women will beA)le to breakdown the barriers at upper levels of management. Thisreport indicates that some progress is being made in that direction.Certainly there seems to be a good number of young women aspiring tobecome officers or presidents of companies, and most of the women
interviewed were optimistic about their opportunities in the future.
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APPF.NDIX A

Interview Outlines

1. The specific questions asked of ea,'h of the t.lrg,-A women in the
interviews were:

(1) How long have von been in thir

How do you like the

(3) i?hat aspects of the job do you like i)est? least?

(=:) 1,11at sequence of jobs did you hold previously, boti'
company and elsewhere?

(5) Do You feel fully qualified to perform the job? (Just as
qualiried as most men in this type of job)

(6) Do you feel handicapped in any aspect of the job? Do you
feel you have any advantages over Men in any aspect- of the kl)?

(7) Are there any aspects of the job which Pen typically perform
but which you do not, and vice versa?

in r hi

(8) Are there any responsibilities which men typically have in this
job but which You have not been given?

(9) Have you experienced any difficulties in the job that most men
probably do not experience?

(10) Are you given more or less help than are men with comparable
experience in order to perform the job properly?

(11) krhat have been the attitudes of other male employees toward
you, including supervisors, peers, and subordinates?

(12) that have been the attitudes of other male employees toward You?

(13) Vhat kinds of approaches or behaviors have You found to be more
or less effective than others in carrying out t:he job properly?

(14) How does your pay in this job compare with that of most men in
similar jobs with similar ei..Terience?

(15) How satisfied are you with your career progress here to date?

(16) How do you assess your future opportunities here?

1.21



Arc. :our c,Irer Jspiratiens in this company?

eerience any conflict between the job and your
eeti life? (Husband, bov friends, children, relatives)

yea -xper'_ne any conflict between Your job role and Your

r :1--; a pers,enal friend and issociate of other employees?

:o'll)wi; set 01 questions was used as a guide to the interviews

of riI in mana,ers:

l) Je v,,u feel :bout the equal opportunity program for women?

Jo yo :1 think others feel about It?
'iJna:.ers--high level, middle, first line.
n-nonagerial--male employees, female employees.

SuPordiates of women in traditionally-male jobs.

H,w women in traditionailv-male jobs feel about their

(Aspects of the job they like best, least.)

how are the women in these jobs performing? (Aspects of the

ohs they perform best, least well

Art' there extra costs involved? (Additional training, more

mpervision, performance inadequacies, etc.) Any savings?

,) Aav responsibilities typically in these jobs but not given

to the women?

(7) H you anticipate any problems in providing continuing career
ertunities for women in traditionally-male jobs?

kinds of procedures, approaches, or behaviors appear to
enhance the effectiveness of women in these jobs?

-;he questions used as a guide in conducting the interviews with

eers nd subordinates were:

(I) H o do You feel about the idea of having a woman, or womei"

in this type of job?

(2) ;!ew or others feel about it?



(

:iow does she (ileY) appear tu performin?

A'hat :1spects. the ,)h does she seem t, e per: ormin hest.le:Ist well?

p,),s the (or women) s,:era to porturr.: the 'oh difierentivthan do most men?

Dc wo7.1en seem to experien,'e
that most 171,?n

not _,.perience in the job"'

) hoes the f :ict of a woman holdirp; a traditionullv-malet job tendto people's attitudes or behavior to-trd the womansi4nificanty?

) lAlat kinds of behaviors or approaches Cdil h the woman in this;ob uses seem to be more effocuive than others? (if mannc4er,
descriNe manaerial. stvLe.)



APPENDIX B

Data Analysis Procedures

The interviewers recorded as much detail as possible regardingthe facts and opinions expressed 'ring the interviews. After allinterviews were completed, the interview protocols were content-
analyzed for each of the respective groups: target women, managers,peers, and subordinates. Categories or classifications wereformulated for answers given to each of the questions in the respective
interview guides, in order to summarize the attitudes and observationsrecorded.

In most cases, it was not possible to include the full range or
the complete gamut of responses given by interviewees to each of the
questions. However, as a general rule, the classifications used includedabout 90 percent or more of the data obtained as responses to any particularquestion. Responses that do not fit the derived categories, but whichseem to have some significance to the study are described in some detailin the chapters covering the study findings.

In order to check on the degree to which consistent judgements
were being made by the two investigators in coding or classifying
responses to the interviews, inter-rater reliability was estimated byhaving 40 of the interview protocols coded by both interviewers. Thissample of 40 consisted of 20 interviews selected from those of the
target women and 20 from those of the managers. An "uncertainty
analysis" of the ratings or classifications derived from the protocols
yielded a proportion of variability in one interviewer's ratings or codingsaccounted for by the other's ratings. The average amount of variance
accounted for in the ratings of responses to all 19 questions on the
interview guide for the women was 77 percent. The comparable figure for
all questions used in the manager interviews was 76 percent. This type
of analysis is distribution-free and thus makes no unnecessary
assumptions about linearity of the measures, as a standard correlational
analysis would. However, since the uncertainty analysis indicates
variance accounted for, comparable degrees of agreement to those obtainedhere, if expressed in correlation coefficients, would be .88 and .87
respectively.

The statistical analysis of the coded data was relatively simple
and straightforward. For the most part, it consisted merely of
tabulations or counts of the number of cases or responses which fit
each of the categories used in the classification schemes for the
respective questions in the interview outlines. In some cases,
correlations were computed in order to determine the relationship
between slch factors as age, education, or marital status and the
responses of interviewees.
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